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August 10, 2016
Gig Harbor Arts Center Alliance
8133 Shirley Avenue
Gig Harbor, Washington 98332
Re: Market Feasibility Study and Impact Analysis for a Performing Arts Center in Gig Harbor, Washington
Dear Gig Harbor Arts Center Alliance:
C.H. Johnson Consulting, Inc. (Johnson Consulting is pleased to submit this report to you regarding the
feasibility study for a potential new Performing Arts Center in Gig Harbor, Washington. Pursuant to our
engagement, this report provides an analysis of the economic and demographic characteristics of the City of
Gig Harbor and Pierce County, as well as the broader region; identifies and analyzes key characteristics of
regional and comparable venues; summarizes key observations from interviews with stakeholders; and provides
preliminary facility programming and recommendations. Also included in this report are demand and financial
projections, and economic and fiscal impacts of the proposed project.
Johnson Consulting has no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances occurring after the
date of this report. The findings presented herein reflect analyses of primary and secondary sources of
information. Johnson Consulting used sources deemed to be reliable, but cannot guarantee their accuracy.
Moreover, some of the estimates and analyses presented in this study are based on trends and assumptions,
which can result in differences between the projected results and the actual results. Because events and
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, those differences may be material. This report is intended
for the clients’ internal use and cannot be used for project underwriting purposes without Johnson Consulting’s
written consent.
We have enjoyed serving you on this engagement and look forward to providing you with continuing service.
Sincerely,

C.H. Johnson Consulting, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Johnson Consulting was retained by the Gig Harbor Arts Center (GHAC) to assess the merits of developing a
Performing Arts Center (PAC) in Gig Harbor, Washington. The proposed Gig Harbor Arts Center (GHAC)
is intended to achieve a variety of objectives including providing a facility to promote and encourage the
development of visual and performing arts within the City of Gig Harbor, and the broader region, including
visual, dance, music, theatre arts and other creative and cultural arts.

OBJECTIVES
In order to assess the opportunity for a new GHAC in Gig Harbor, Washington, Johnson Consulting has
prepared a study that addresses the following questions:
1. Market and Industry Potential: What is the overall potential of the proposed facility? Which existing
and proposed venues will the facility compete with, or complement? Who will utilize the facility and
what are their needs, desires, and expectations?
2. Program Considerations: What size should the facility be? What physical attributes should the facility
have? What is the facility’s optimal configuration to capitalize on market trends and ensure flexible use
of space? How many parking spaces are required to support the recommended program of spaces?
3. Operations: How should the facility operate from a demand and financial perspective, as well as from
a management and business-planning standpoint?
4. Funding: What funding mechanisms are available to the proposed facility?

METHODOLOGY
In order to complete the analysis required for this project, Johnson Consulting performed the following tasks:
1. Interviewed and surveyed various Client representatives, and event facility operators and managers,
along with other relevant stakeholders and representatives, in order to gather information about
expectations for the proposed project.
2. Examined and projected regional economic and demographic trends that may influence demand for
the proposed venue.
3. Identified and examined relevant regional and national comparable facilities.
4. Confirm market viability of the proposed GHAC program developed by BLRB Architects and the
work of the GHAA.
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5. Developed projections of future demand for the proposed venue, in terms of annual events and
attendance. Johnson Consulting is also utilizing proven local, regional, and national formulas to
forecast revenue and expense models.
6. Investigated the various options for the management and operation of the facility as well as
mechanisms available to fund the facility and its ongoing operations.
7. Developed economic and fiscal impact analysis of the proposed facility.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Gig Harbor has many of the key characteristics and requirements necessary to support a multi-use
GHAC as part of a Public Facilities District (PFD). Among the most important characteristics observed is a
significant surrounding area population with over 500,000 within a 30-minute drive-time of Gig Harbor; a
highly educated population; steady population growth; an above average median household income; and
accessibility to and from local and regional transportation options. While these factors can’t guarantee the
success of the proposed GHAC they are certainly necessary prerequisites.
There is a strong correlation between education and the pursuit of arts and cultural activities. This is evident by
the number of arts groups that exist in the community and the organization that has been created with the sole
purpose of developing an arts center. These venues thrive in areas with residents that have disposable income
and ample free-time to participate in arts and cultural events. Gig Harbor’s, with its higher median household
income and the larger portion of elderly/retired seems to be the quintessential population base for supporting
a performing arts center. There also is the potential for naming rights and sponsorship opportunities that should
be pursued. Ultimately, an arts center would not only attract the residents of Gig Harbor, but will likely draw
visitors from all across the Puget Sound and Tacoma region, having a positive impact on local businesses and
tax revenues.
The key implications from the interviews and regional facilities analysis indicate that there is an area of
opportunity for a new performing arts and conference facility. With the Pantages going off line, and a majority
of the other venues being school oriented, there is a significant population base that is being underserved from
a facilities perspective. The entire areas to the north and west of Gig Harbor would be served from both an
entertainment and education perspective, which is needed due to waiting lists for classes and multiple recitals
being required for one group of students due to limited seating capacity. The other key challenge to address is
date availability since a lot of the current facilities are school focused and only allow outside users on an as
available basis. The presence of Harbor Christian Church as a key tenant of the project will also provide a
captive potential audience and word of mouth networking base that is hard to quantify the positive impacts of.
There will also be significant demand that comes from Tacoma and the broader regional area given the
waterside identity and charm that is what makes Gig Harbor desirable. The programming opportunities are
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limitless given the depth of the area wide arts community and the passion and financial support that they are
willing bring to a project like the GHAC. It cannot be emphasized enough how important the social and
meeting business will be for this project from a revenue generation stand point. There is great interest in unique
meeting venues and social spaces and the Greater Tacoma CVB has indicated that there are a large number of
events that can’t currently be accommodated that would find the GHAC of great interest.
The key ingredients for the GHAC to succeed are all present in the marketplace. The key challenges will be in
securing the funding for the construction costs of the project and selecting the right leadership to operate the
facility to bring all of the pieces together.
The table below provides a summary of the program that was developed collaboratively between the GHAA,
BLRB and other members of the arts community and a reconciled program that Johnson Consulting and BLRB
revised after some inconsistences were identified in the original program’s space allocation. This is then
followed by an updated cost estimate provided by BLRB.
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Table 2-1
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Table 2-2

Our demand, financial, and impact projections are based on this revised program.
Table 2-3 summarizes the projected event demand, attendance, as well as operating revenues and expenses of
the proposed GHAC. This is a competitive level of demand and attendance and the venue can come close to
breaking even.
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Table 2-3

As shown in the table, the proposed GHAC is projected to attract 44 entertainment events and 113 nonentertainment events in its opening year, generating approximately 140,500 attendees, combined. By its
stabilized year (Year 5), the GHAC is projected to attract 56 entertainment events and 154 non-entertainment
events, generating approximately 197,370 attendees, combined. Operating deficit is projected at $441,000 in
Year 1 and $117,000 in Year 5. Section 6 of this report provides details of the projections.
Table 2-4 summarizes the estimated economic and fiscal impact of the proposed GHAC.
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Table 2-4

The $36.2 million construction of the proposed GHAC is estimated to generate 720 on-site construction jobs
paying $21.7 million in wages, $15.6 million of total spending, $3.9 million of increased earnings, additional 190
full-time equivalent jobs supported in the economy, and $1.1 million of sales tax revenues. When the GHAC
reaches its stabilized operation, the facility is estimated to generate $11.55 million of total spending, $2.85
million of increased earnings, 137 full-time equivalent jobs, and $1.1 million of sales tax and hotel/ motel tax
revenues, annually.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
In order to analyze the feasibility of a Gig Harbor Arts Center (GHAC) in Gig Harbor, Washington, Johnson
Consulting assessed the market conditions in Gig Harbor and Pierce County, relative to the broader
Seattle/Tacoma metropolitan area, as well as state and national averages. The key objectives of this analysis are
to identify demographic trends, strengths and weaknesses that may affect the market’s ongoing competitive
opportunities and liabilities, and to gauge the level of support that exists for a new facility.
While characteristics such as population, education, employment and income are not strict predictors of the
performance of arts and conference centers, they provide insight into the capacity of a market to provide
ongoing support for facilities and activities. In addition, the size and role of a marketplace, its civic leadership,
proximity to other metropolitan areas, transportation concentrations, and the location of competing and/ or
complementary attractions, directly influence the scale and quality of facilities that can be supported within that
particular market.

MARKET OVERVIEW AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Gig Harbor is located 45 miles southwest of Seattle, Washington, the State’s largest city. The City is situated on
the Kitsap Peninsula, which is partially surrounded by Puget Sound. A portion of City’s boundary limit is made
up by shoreline of the Strait of Tacoma and the main Puget Sound Basin. Across the strait from Gig Harbor is
the City of Tacoma, which is the county seat of Pierce County and has a population of just over 200,000
residents. Pierce County, the Kitsap Peninsula, and Gig Harbor area are known for their outdoor and water
activities that involve Puget Sound and Mt. Rainer National Park. Gig Harbor is also recognized as a unique
cultural arts destination with its many festivals and significant concentration of artists and performers. The
figure below provides a map of the regional area.
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Figure 3-1

Recently, a non-profit organization, the Gig Harbor Arts Center Alliance (GHACA), was formed with the
support and resolve to raise funding for an arts center that would cater to artists of all kinds throughout Pierce
County and the Gig Harbor region. The GHACA envisions that the proposed 1,250-seat main performance
hall will be the main venue of a larger campus with additional facilities, such as a ballroom, community theater,
classrooms, art studios, and stages. The table below summarizes the key elements of the proposed GHAC
followed by a figure outlining the campus.
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Table 3-1

Figure 3-2
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The GHAC will provide a formalized place for a broad range of artistic and social event activity to occur in the
community, which is said by local arts groups and residents to be currently lacking. This venue will fit in very
well with current events and festivals held in the community and will be a very popular attraction for visitors,
as well as smaller conferences.

CURRENT POPULATION
In 2015, the City had an estimated resident population of 8,180, representing less than one percent of the
population in Pierce County (829,013 people). Between 2000 and 2015, the City’s population grew by 20
percent, which was slightly higher than the growth recorded in Pierce County (18 percent), the Seattle-TacomaBellevue MSA and the State of Washington (19 percent), and the United States (13.2 percent). Population and
its growth rates in City, County, MSA, and selected areas can be observed in Table 3-2 below. Of particular
note is the significant population base within a 60-miute drive time, with over 2.3 million people.
Table 3-2

PROJECTED POPULATION GROWTH
The population of Gig Harbor is projected to grow to 8,813 by 2020, representing an annual growth rate of 1.5
percent. This is higher than rates of growth projected for the County (0.9 percent), MSA (1.3 percent), State
(1.0 percent), and national projections (0.8 percent).
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Table 3-3

Longer-term projections for Washington show that the State’s population will increase at an annual rate of 1.5
percent between 2020 and 2030, which is slightly higher than the projected rate of growth throughout the U.S.
(0.8 percent) during the same period.
Table 3-4

AGE CHARACTERISTICS
The age characteristics of Gig Harbor are vastly different than those of Pierce County, the Seattle MSA,
Washington, and the U.S. Gig Harbor is made up of a lower proportion of residents 0-44 years of age (44.5
percent) in comparison to the County (60.9 percent), the MSA (60.3 percent), the State, and nation ( both 59.0
percent). To go along with a low percentage of resident ages 0-44, Gig Harbor has high concentration of
residents ages 65 years and up. This age range of residents makes up over a quarter of Gig Harbor’s population
(26.5 percent). No other observed market has a population that is made up by more than 15 percent of this
age group, with County having (12.8 percent), the MSA (12.7 percent), the State (14.3 percent) and the nation
(14.7 percent)
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Table 3-5

MEDIAN AGE

In 2015 the median age of Gig Harbors’ residents was 49.2 years, which is fairly older than Pierce County (36.4
years), the MSA (37.6 years), State (38.0 years), and the U.S. (37.9 years). Between 2010 and 2015, the median
age in Gig Harbor increased a total of 1.3 years, which was higher than growth in years recorded in the County
(0.5 years), MSA, State, and U.S. (all growing 0.8 years).
Going forward, the median age of residents of Gig Harbor is expected to increase to 50.9 years by 2020. This
represents a 1.7 total growth in years from 2015, which is much faster than growth forecasted in the County
(0.6 years), MSA (0.5 years), the State (0.5 years), and the U.S. (0.7 years).
Gig Harbor’s median age of 49.2 indicates an older, established population that is ideal for participation in arts
and entertainment activity. According to the National Endowment for the Arts Survey of Public Participation
in the Arts, over 73 percent of theater event attendees are in the age range from 35 to 74, making an older
population more likely to participate in the arts compared to younger populations.
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Table 3-6

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Residents of Gig Harbor are well educated compared to the County, MSA, State, and the U.S. as a whole. Of
the City’s population aged 25 years and older, nearly half (48.9 percent) hold a Bachelor’s degree or higher,
compared to 25.2 percent of the County, 19.6 percent of the MSA, 35.2 percent of the State, and 30.0 percent
of the U.S. Education levels are one of the strongest predictors of participation in the arts, as has been identified
by the National Endowment of the Arts. This bodes very well for Gig Harbor given that almost 50 percent of
its population base has either a bachelor’s degree and a graduate degree.
Table 3-7

Gig Harbor, Washington
Educational Attainment (2015)

Less than High School
High School Graduate
Some College, No Degree
Associates Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Graduate Degree
Total

Gig Harbor,
WA

Pierce
County, WA

3.7%
17.9%
22.5%
6.9%
27.8%
21.2%
6,121

9.5%
28.5%
26.7%
10.1%
16.4%
8.9%
549,855

Seattle MSA Washington
8.4%
20.6%
22.6%
9.0%
25.3%
14.2%
2,488,465

9.9%
23.1%
24.3%
9.5%
21.2%
12.0%
4,763,303

United
States
13.1%
27.6%
21.0%
8.2%
18.6%
11.4%
214,026,813

Sources: Johnson Consulting, Ersi ArcGIS BAO
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EMPLOYMENT
In 2015, the predominant industry of employment in Gig Harbor was Retail Trade (23.6 percent of those
employed in Gig Harbor), followed by Healthcare (18.8 percent) and Accommodation & Food Services (13.4
percent). Retail Trade also makes up the largest percentage of the 1,499 employers in Gig Harbor (16.6 percent)
Table 3-8

Pierce County’s labor force make-up is similar to that of Gig Harbor. The Healthcare, Retail Trade, and
Accommodation & Food Services industries are among the top employers and employees throughout the
county.
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Table 3-9

Pierce County, Washington
Labor Summary* (2015)
Businesses

Sector

#
Healthcare
2,687
Retail Trade
4,480
Accommodation & Food Services
2,040
Public Administration
714
Food Service & Drinking Places
1,856
Educational Services
789
3,259
Construction
Manufacturing
949
Other Services excluding Public Administration
4,009
Profession, Scientific, & Technical Services
2,526
Wholesale Trade
1,073
Administration, Support, & Waste Management
1,375
Transportation & Warehouse
752
Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation
560
General Merchandise Stores
176
Real Estate, Rental, & Leasing
1,847
Finance & Insurance
2,074
Motor Vehicle Parts Dealer
621
Food & Beverage Stores
501
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
761
Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supple
490
Information
495
Central Banking & Credit Intermediaries
1,232
Auto Repair & Maintenance
780
Insurance, Funds, & Trusts
504
Legal Services
568
Health & Personal Care
361
Clothing & Accessories
443
Sports, Hobbies, Books, & Music
346
Utilities
62
Accomodation
184
Unclassified Establishments
1,048
Furniture & Home Furnishings
217
Electronics & Appliances
239
Securities & Commodities
338
Total**
40,356

%
6.7%
11.1%
5.1%
1.8%
4.6%
2.0%
8.1%
2.4%
9.9%
6.3%
2.7%
3.4%
1.9%
1.4%
0.4%
4.6%
5.1%
1.5%
1.2%
1.9%
1.2%
1.2%
3.1%
1.9%
1.2%
1.4%
0.9%
1.1%
0.9%
0.2%
0.5%
2.6%
0.5%
0.6%
0.8%
100.0%

Employees
#
%
52,738
12.7%
48,483
11.7%
26,926
6.5%
26,014
6.3%
24,454
5.9%
24,011
5.8%
20,999
5.1%
19,565
4.7%
17,721
4.3%
14,414
3.5%
13,982
3.4%
12,592
3.0%
11,724
2.8%
9,575
2.3%
8,977
2.2%
8,964
2.2%
8,949
2.2%
7,466
1.8%
7,246
1.7%
5,519
1.3%
5,353
1.3%
4,086
1.0%
4,010
1.0%
3,673
0.9%
3,514
0.8%
3,152
0.8%
3,068
0.7%
3,055
0.7%
2,778
0.7%
2,733
0.7%
2,472
0.6%
2,206
0.5%
1,603
0.4%
1,602
0.4%
1,425
0.3%
415,049 100.0%

*Sectors w/ 1,000+ employees
**Including sectors w/ less than 1,000 employees
Sources: Ersi BAO and Johnson Consulting
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The following table shows the annual unemployment rates for Pierce County, Seattle MSA, Washington, and
the U.S., for the period of 2000 through 2015, where data is available. City level data is not available for Gig
Harbor.
Table 3-10

Between 2000 and 2015, unemployment rates in Pierce County generally tracked in line with, but slightly above,
the MSA, State and national averages. In 2007, the Pierce County, reached its lowest unemployment rate over
the 15 year period (5.3 percent), but this rate was still comparatively higher than Seattle’s (3.7 percent), the state
(4.7 percent), or the nation unemployment rate (4.6 percent). Since 2011, data for Pierce County, Seattle,
Washington, and the U.S. have displayed a downward trending unemployment rate.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
In 2015 the median household income in Gig Harbor was $73,388 per annum. This local figure is significantly
larger than Pierce County ($58,763), the Seattle MSA ($67,745), the State of Washington ($59,229), and the
United States ($53,217). By 2020 the median household income in Gig Harbor is expected to reach $81,848.
This represents a rate of growth of 2.2 percent, which is below the rate projected for the County (31. percent),
MSA (2.9 percent), State (3.2 percent), and the U.S. (2.7 percent). Like educational attainment, household
income is also a key predictor of participation in the arts. Given Gig Harbors significant household income of
almost $75,000, this indicates that there is disposable income available for non-essential items and activities,
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including arts and entertainment. The household income drops to about $61,000 in an hour drive time, which
is still a very healthy income level.
Table 3-11

MARKET TAPESTRY
This demographic analysis featured earlier provides an accurate overview of each population profiled, but it
fails to determine what type of consumer resides in these areas. By using Tapestry breakdowns, that classify
certain consumers based on the demographic and socioeconomic factors, we are able to better understand what
type of consumer would be engaging in economic activity at the proposed development. When examining the
10 and 20-mile-radii from Gig Harbor there are several tapestry consumers that are most prevalent;
Median Age 49.6, Median Household Income $98,000, Average Household Size 2.48. These
consumers are college educated residents that are approaching retirement and splurge on gardening and home
improvement purchases.
EXURBANITES:

GOLDEN YEARS: Median Age 51.0, Median Household Income $61,000, Average Household Size 2.05. These

consumers are high spenders on leisure interests, such as dining out and concerts.
Median Age 43.0, Median Household Income $72,000, Average Household Size 2.69. These
consumers are considered DIY-ers, enjoy outdoor sports such as hunting and fishing and are active in the
community and local organizations.

GREEN ACRES:

Median Age 34.2, Median Household Income $39,000, Average Household Size 2.55.
These consumers are Blue-Collared and price-sensitive.
FRONT PORCHERS:
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PARKS AND REC: Median Age 40.3, Median Household Income $55,000, Average Household Size 2.49. These

consumers are home-owners and enjoy recreational activities.
METRO FUSION: Median

Age 28.8, Median Household Income $33,000, Average Household Size 2.63. These
consumers are young and diverse, have a low net-worth, and are considered fashionable and trendy.
Table 3-12

Gig Harbor Tapestry Breakdown
Tapestry Segmentation

Gig Harbor 10-Mile
Radius
Tapestry Category
Population
Index*
Percentage

Gig Harbor 20-Mile
Radius
Population
Index*
Percentage

Exurbanites

Affluent Estates

11%

587

4%

Golden Years

Senior Styles

7%

508

United States
Population
Percentage

223

2%

-

-

1%

3%

106

3%

Green Acres

Cozy Country

6%

199

Front Porchers

Middle Ground

6%

394

9%

570

2%

8%

381

2%

5%

238
425

2%

Parks and Rec

GenXurban

6%

314

Bright Young Professionals

Middle Ground

3%

Metro Fusion

Midtown Singles

2%

155
136

6%

1%

*Index is a comparison of the percent of households or population in the are, by Tapestry segment, to the percent of households or population in the United States, by
segment. An index of 100 is the U.S. average
Sources: STDB

The highest concentrated tapestry segment in Gig Harbor is the Exurbanite Classification with 11 percent of
the population within a 10-mile radius of Gig Harbor belonging to this consumer classification. Another
important segment to note is the Golden Years tapestry. This group is focused in the Gig Harbor area and
makes up 7 percent of the population within a 10-mile radius of Gig Harbor. Based on the tapestry descriptions
provided in the text above Table 3-12, the vast majority of tapestry segments are highly likely to use and support
the proposed GHAC. The following table below provides a comparative analysis with some other benchmark
destinations that will be analyzed further in this report.
Table 3-13
Gig Harbor Tapestry Breakdown
Tapestry Segmentation

Exurbanites
Golden Years
Green Acres
Front Porchers
Parks and Rec
Bright Young Professionals
Metro Fusion

Tapestry
Category
Affluent Estates
Senior Styles
Cozy Country
Middle Ground
GenXurban
Middle Ground
Midtown Singles

*Compounded Annual Growth Rate

Gig Harbor 10- Yountville, CA 10-Mile
Mile Radius
Radius
Index*

Population
Percentage

Index*

587
508
199
394
314
155
136

22%
12%
0%
4%
0%
-

1,139
916
24
243
107
y

Carmel, CA 10-Mile Mt. Vernon, WA 10-Mile Burnsville, MN 10-Mile
United States
Radius
Radius
Radius
Population
Percentage

y

12%
8%
1%
g

Index*

Population
Percentage

Index*

Population
Percentage

Index*

Population
Percentage

607
579
52
-

3%
2%
16%
9%
11%
4%
5%

141
140
488
544
540
170
331

2%
2%
2%
9%
9%
-

117
174
117
432
399
-

2%
1%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
y

g

index of 100 is the U.S. average

Sources: STDB
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As the table indicates there are more similarities to destinations like Napa Valley (Yountville) and Carmel then
there are to other destinations that also have performing arts facilities.

CORPORATE PRESENCE
A strong corporate and business presence can be an important factor in the success of a multi-purpose events
center, particularly through potential sponsorship opportunities and support of programming and educational
activities. The following table shows the largest employers in Pierce County. As shown, the largest employers
are spread across a number of industries, with an emphasis on Military, Healthcare, and Education. The largest
employer in Pierce County is the United States Military, with over 66,000 persons. This large concentration of
military personnel can be found on Joint Base Lewis-McChord, which is home to both the United States Army
and United States Air Force. The remaining top 20 employers in Pierce County come from industries such as
Education, Healthcare, Government, Retail, Insurance, Gaming, Aerospace Manufacturing, Fitness &
Recreation, and Media.
Table 3-14
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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE PRESENCE
Gig Harbor and Pierce County are home to several post-secondary institutions. These local schools are
displayed in the table below. Tacoma Community College has several campus locations, including one in Gig
Harbor and could be a potential user of the arts center.
Table 3-15

ACCESSIBILITY
Located approximately 20 minutes (drive time) from Tacoma and 50 minutes (drive time) from Seattle, Gig
Harbor is accessible by various modes of transportation and as such can draw visitors from a wide catchment
area:


Airports: Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA) is located in between Seattle and Tacoma,
approximately 40 minutes (drive time) from Gig Harbor. SEA is ranked as the largest airport in the
Pacific Northwest Region, serving over 40 million passengers annually. SEA is the main hub for
Alaskan Airlines and popular connection point for Delta Air Lines’ international flights to Asia and
Europe. It is served by all major airlines.



Transit: The Sound Transit System provides ride shares, light rail, train, and bus services throughout
the Puget Sound area. Regular services connect Gig Harbor with Tacoma, the airport, and downtown
Seattle. There is currently an ongoing campaign for expansion of the transit system.



Road: Gig Harbor is served by State Route 16, which bisects the City running northwest to southeast,
eventually crossing the Tacoma Straits Bridge. This roadway connects Gig Harbor with the economic
hubs like Tacoma and Seattle to the east and the Olympic Peninsula and all of its outdoor activity
opportunities, to the west.
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HOTEL AND MEETING SPACE INVENTORY
The following table summarizes the largest hotels in the Gig Harbor area (properties with 100+ rooms). As
shown, the largest hotel is the 319 guest room Hotel Murano, located in downtown Tacoma. Overall, there are
just over 4,200 hotel rooms in the area that would be available to visitors of Gig Harbor (4,254 rooms among
hotels with more than 100 rooms).
Table 3-16

Some hotels in Gig Harbor were excluded from the table due to their size, but there are four hotels in Gig
Harbor that are significant facilities to acknowledge. These hotels combine for 166 rooms and approximately
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10,000 sq. ft. in meeting space and are most likely to serve overnight visitors of the Arts Center. A have brief
summary of each facility is provided below.
The Inn has 64 total sleeping rooms 3,952 sq. ft. of meeting space (across 4 rooms), a
restaurant, and a shuttle service to Sea-Tac airport.
The Inn at Gig Harbor:

The Best Western PLUS has 81 total sleeping rooms, 5,120 sq. ft. of
meeting space (across 4 rooms), an outdoor pool & spa area, and a fitness center.
Best Western PLUS Wesley Inn & Suites:

A boutique family owned property that is located on the waterfront; the Maritime Inn has
15 total sleeping rooms, and boasts an attentive, local staff.

The Maritime Inn:

The boutique property is also located on the waterfront. The inn has 6 total sleeping
rooms and 2 conference rooms that can host up to 15 people each.

The Waterfront Inn:

The amount meeting space is also important to acknowledge in the Gig Harbor Community. Below is a table
that lists the well-known rentable spaces, with no attached lodging, in Gig Harbor.
Table 3-17

Gig Harbor,Wa
Meeting Space Inventory
Capacity

Venue
Harbor History Museum**

250 people

Cedar Springs*

200 people

Frog Creek Lake*

34 people

Morso

40 people

The Wine Studio

10 people

Galaxy Theater

300 people

Chapel on Echo Bay**

120 people

7 Seas Brewery

20 people

Canterwood Golf & Country Club **

200 people

Boys & Girls Club - Gig Harbor**

400 people

Gig Harbor Yacht Club

220 people

*Outdoor Venue
**Indoor/Outdoor
Source: Johnson Consulting, Venue Websites
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ORGANIZATIONS, SPECIAL EVENTS, & VENUES
Gig Harbor and Pierce County are home to a wide-variety of creative organizations, host to popular festivals
and events, which are held at various unique venues throughout the community. A comprehensive list of these
organizations, events, and venues have been compiled and condensed in Table 3-18.
Table 3-18
Pierce County, WA
Organizations, Events, & Venues
Organizations*

Venues

Festivals & Events

ASTRA Musical Theater

Art at Work: Tacoma Arts Month

Arts Downtown

Broadway Center for the Arts

Arts on the Avenue

Collins Memorial Center - University of Puget Sound

Centerstage

Arts Symposium

The Den @ UrbanXchange

Children's Museum of Tacoma

Bonney Lake Days

Frontier Park

D.A.S.H. Center for Arts

Commencement Bay Maritime Fest

Funtime Dance Studio

Dance Theatre Northwest

Day of the Dead (Dia de los Muertos) Celebrations

The Grand Cinema

Eastside African Drum & Dance Ensemble

East Pierce County Open Studio Tour

Greater Tacoma Convention & Trade Center

Encore Theatre Company

Ethnic Festival

Heritage Recreation Center

Evergreen Brass Quintet

Fantasy Lights

Hotel Murano - Bicentennial Pavilion

Filipiniana Dance Troupe

First Night tacoma-Pierce County

Jazzbones

Karples Manuscript Museum

First Night Tacoma-Pierce County

Kings Bookstore

Krarshner Museum

Fred Oldfield Old Time Fiddle Festival

Kittredge Gallery - University of Puget Sound

Lake Tapps Area Community Theater

Gig Harbor Art Walk

Lakewood Playhouse

Lakewood Community Orchestra

Gig Harbor Film Festival

Lakewood Community Center

Lakewood Players

Gig Harbor Summer Arts Festival

Lakewood Library - Friends Gallery

Max Aronoff Viola Institute

Gray Sky Blues Gestival

Landmark Convention Center

Metropolitan Ballet of Tacoma

The Greater Gig Harbor Open Studio Tour

Mad Hat Tea Company

Museum of Glass

Jazz and Wine Festival

Mandolin Café

Normanna Male Chorus

Juneteenth Celebration

M Space

North End Children;s theatre

Louisfest

Manitou Art Center

Northwest Sinfonietta

Margaret K Williams Arts Awards Maritime Festival

Marine View Presbyterian Church

Norwegian Youth Choir

Martin Luther King Cultural Celebrations

Mason United Methodist Church

Paradise theatre

Mt. Rainier Arts Festival

Meridian Habitat Park & Community Center

Peninsula Youth Orchestra

Mt. Rainier Film Festival

New Frontier Lounge

Probably Forgettable Productions

Music Off Main

Old Cannery Furniture

Puget Sound Revels

Northwest Woodcarvers Show

Pacific Lutheran University Art Gallery & Theater

Second City Chamber Series

Pierce County Fair

Pantages Theater

Shakespeare in a Parking Lot Theater Company

Proctor District Art Walk - Tacoma Studio Tours

All Saints Parish Church

Tacoma Art Museum

Puyallup Art and Wine Walk

Pythian temple

Tacoma Barbershop Harmony Chorus

Puyallup Fair

Regal Cinemas

Tacoma City Ballet

Scottish Heritage Festival

A Rhapsody in Bloom Florist & Café Latte

Tacoma Concert Band

Second Sunday Concert Series

Rialto Theater

Taomca Little Theatre

Sequim Arts 2010 Juried Arts Show

Seymour Botanical Conservatory - Wright Park

Tacoma Master Chorale

Short Shorts Theater Festival

Slavonian Hall

Tacoma Musical Playhouse

South Sound Playwrights Festival

South Park Community Center

Tacoma Opera

Steilacoom Annual Garden Tour

Spanaway Regional Park

Taocoma Philharmonic

Summer Arts Festival

Sprinkler Recreation Center

Tacoma Symphony Orchestra

Tacoma Film Festival

Tacoma Dome

Tahoma Girls' Choir

Tacoma Old Town Blues Festival

Tacoma Community College Art Gallery

Valley Chorale

Tollefest: A winter festival

Temple Theater

Victory Choral Group

Wintergrass Festival

Theater on the Square

Vivace Chorale Group

University Gallery - Ingram Hall

Washington Contemporary Ballet

Urban Grace Church
UWT Iron Gallery
The Warehouse

Source: Pierce County Arts & Cultural Services Division, Johnson Consulting
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IMPLICATIONS
The City of Gig Harbor has many of the key characteristics and requirements necessary to support a multi-use
GHAC. Among the most important characteristics observed is a significant surrounding area population with
over 500,000 within a 30 minute (drive-time) of Gig Harbor; a highly educated population; steady population
growth; an above average median household income; and accessibility to and from local and regional
transportation options.
While these factors can’t guarantee the success of the proposed GHAC they are certainly necessary
prerequisites. There is a strong correlation between education and the pursuit of arts and cultural activities. This
is evident by the number of arts groups that exist in the community and the organization that has been created
with the sole purpose of developing an arts center. These venues thrive in areas with residents that have
disposable income and ample free-time to participate in arts and cultural events.
Gig Harbor’s, with its higher median household income and the larger portion of elderly/retired seems to be
the quintessential population base for supporting a performing arts center. Ultimately, an arts center would not
only attract the residents of Gig Harbor, but will draw visitors from all across the Puget Sound and Seattle
region, having a positive impact on local businesses and tax revenues. As will be discussed in more detail in the
next section, it appears that Gig Harbor is well positioned to serve a broad regional area with not only event
programming, but also educational programming and classes.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS
There has been a tremendous consolidation in the entertainment venues field, starting in 2005. Live Nation
Entertainment Inc. (Live Nation), one of the world’s leading live entertainment and e-commerce companies,
controls bookings for approximately 70 percent of the talent available and owns or controls over 200 venues
around the country. This concentration of control, and demand by the gaming industry has led to higher
guarantees to the acts impacting the cash flow available for operation of venues, and has made it more difficult
for the smaller, more regional promoters to succeed in large venues. Combine these factors with the fact that
there are few artists who are able to draw enough concert goers to fill large facilities (over 10,000 seats), along
with recording sales of both Pop and Classical music being down, makes independent booking of large arenas
and amphitheaters harder to compete and succeed.
Based on Live Nation’s 2015 annual report, total tickets sales were approximately $1.6 billion, or 22.6 percent
of total revenue, where 297 million of the tickets were sold through Ticketmaster systems. Live Nation Concerts
recorded an increase of 8 percent in total of attendance and 12 percent growing number of concerts. For 2015,
when compared to 2014, ticket sales were driven by 18 percent growth in amphitheaters and 47 percent growth
in stadiums. Costs borne by Live Nation increased, primarily caused by an increase in primary ticket sales and
fees, and partially offset by higher act compensation costs and increased depreciation and amortization.
Additionally, operating income increased by 23.8 percent to $156 million, with gross transaction volume of
primary tickets increasing by 8.3 percent to 63,457,000. Live Nation also reports an increase of North American
Fans at their venues of eight percent to 48,753,000. The downside of this consolidation and strong performance
is that talent prices are at an all-time high. Gaming venues have also been a big factor in talent price increases.
The adage that the acts get a majority of the ticket revenue, and the buildings are really in the rent, popcorn
and parking business has never been truer.
Smaller venues of 500 to 5,000 seats are an important component of the entertainment industry. As Live Nation
has gained dominance in the thinner large-venue market, the regional or smaller promoter has changed format.
In order to adapt and survive, many of the local promoters are turning to smaller venues (500 to 5,000 seats)
as baby boomers, Generation X, active adults and other attendee categories are finding entertainment events
and facilities more enjoyable at this scale. Many of these promoters, both for profit and not for profit, are
returning to subscription based pricing strategies such as, buy one get one free or one mega ticket, which may
even include parking costs in the ticket price and access to a multi-day event for one price.
Many facilities are municipally operated and are provided as a service to residents and as a way to attract out of
city visitors. Universities and the private sector also build facilities. While many shows at the larger venues can
do well, the number of acts available for these large venues limits the product. The number of small venues
and acts is on the rise and the product diversification and more intimate atmosphere in a smaller venue have
helped this sector of the live entertainment business grow.
The following table provides the summary of US Box Office Revenues for the top ten genres.
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Table 4-1

As the above table indicates, there is about a $10,000 increase in gross revenues as one jumps up from one size
category to the next until the 1,501-2,000 attendee category where it increases by almost $25,000 on average
for pop acts, and by over $61,000 when increasing from 1,501-2,000 to 2,001-3,000. The top five genres in the
size category under consideration (1,201 to 1,500 seats) include Jazz, Comedy, World, Tribute Acts, and
Country music.

PERFORMING ARTS INDUSTRY TRENDS
Every 5 years the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) administers its Survey of Public Participation in
the Arts (SPPA). The information gained from this survey is some of the accurate in identify common
characteristics among avid patrons of the arts and what type of events are most popular. If the report is properly
used, a community can properly determine what percentage of residents are active participants or supporters
of the performing arts. The report noted that roughly 1 in 3 adults in the United States visited an art museum
or gallery or attended at least one type of performing arts event.in the last 12 months. Other trends noted in
the report were the decline in percentage of U.S. Adults who attended a performing art event or
museum/gallery during the last 12 months (starting in 1992) and a decrease in attendance at performing art
events (which excluded musical and non-musical plays). The trends can be seen in Figure 4-1 and Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-1

Table 4-2

Percent of U.S. Audlts Who Attended a
Performing Arts Event (By Type*)
Event Type

2002

2008

2012

Classical

11.6%

9.3%

8.8%

Jazz

10.8%

7.8%

8.1%

Dance Other than Ballet

6.3%

5.2%

5.6%

Latin, Spanish, or Salsa Music

n/a

4.9%

5.1%

Ballet

3.9%

2.9%

2.8%

Opera

3.2%

2.1%

2.1%

*Exlcuding Musical and Non-musical plays
Sources: NEA, Johnson Consulting
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TOURING BROADWAY TRENDS AND IMPACTS
According to the Broadway League, touring Broadway shows are important to the Broadway industry, not only
in terms of revenue, but also in terms of exposure to new audiences. Touring companies travel the country,
performing for days or weeks in a particular city. Sometimes a second company of a show will open for an
unlimited run in another city.
In general, these tours (mostly musicals) make up the "Broadway season" of a local theatrical presenting
organization, usually consisting of four to six shows, each with multiple performances. Audiences for touring
Broadway have some distinct characteristics and specific reasons for attending a show that vary from New York
audiences and include the following attendee and economic impact highlights:


In the 2014–2015 season, Broadway shows touring across North America drew nearly 13.1 million
attendees, which exhibited a decrease of 0.7 million.



Sixty-eight percent of attendees were female.



The average age of the Touring Broadway theatergoers was 44 years, in comparison to previous year
(53 years old).



Nearly eighty percent of Touring Broadway theatergoers were Caucasian.



Of theatergoers over 25 years old, seventy eight percent had completed college and thirty nine percent
had earned graduate degree.



On average, Touring Broadway attendees saw 4 shows per year.



Women continued to be more likely than men to make the decision to purchase tickets to the show.



Personal recommendation was the most influential factor in musical show selection.



Total direct spending due to Touring Broadway amounted to $7.4 billion in 2013.



This money then generated another $9.6 billion in secondary rounds of spending so that the full
economic contribution of Touring Broadway totaled $17 billion in 2013.



On average, Broadway tours visiting cities contributed an economic impact of 3.5 times the gross ticket
sales to the local metropolitan area’s economy
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INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION SUMMARY
This section provides a summary of key findings from interviews conducted with a variety of potential users
and organizations that have thoughts on the development of the proposed Gig Harbor Arts Center (GHAC).
These interviews help us to identify market opportunities for the proposed GHAC and to gauge an interest in
programming event activity in the venue. This section also profiles the existing inventory of venues in the
regional area and a competitive assessment of how the proposed venue will fit into the market place and
compete for event activity and attendees.
Johnson Consulting conducted a variety of interviews in person and over the phone. Notable individuals,
groups and organizations interviewed included:


Gig Harbor Peninsula Civic Orchestra



Peninsula Youth Orchestra



Gig Harbor Arts Center Alliance



Gig Harbor Chamber of Commerce



Tacoma Community College



Living Local 360



Harbor Christian Center



Trick Shop Productions



The City of Gig Harbor



Harbor Winds



Peninsula School District



2 Waters Alliance



Olympic Property Group



Gig Harbor Film Festival



Travel Tacoma



National facility operators



Carrot Stick



Regional promoters/presenters



Tacoma City Ballet



Potential conference and meeting users



Peninsula Art League



Area hotel management

The groups listed above represent a broad spectrum of potential users, as well as community leaders and the
hospitality and tourism sectors that are intimately familiar with the market area and sources of demand that
may support the GHAC. The participation in the interview process was excellent and a wide range of potential
users had the opportunity to share their organization’s thoughts on the GHAC, which will be a key component
of informing the balance of this analysis.
Some of the key observations identified by the interviewees are summarized as follows:
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There is a vibrant arts community in Gig Harbor and in the surrounding region.



The destination is reminiscent of Sausalito and Carmel, and other prominent arts colonies, which
makes it very special and unique and its proximity to SEATAC is good.



Why Gig Harbor?
−

Gig Harbor has developed into a retail and shopping hub for the region. This indicates its
accessibility and status as a destination in the region.

−

High quality of life and a strong arts community.

−

Growing population and continued growth and development.

−

Proximity to major suburban amenities, yet retains a small town feel.



From the various schools and organizations that we spoke with, it was very clear to them that there is
a shortage of space for them to use. It also appears that one of the primary venues in Tacoma will be
closing for a few years to be renovated, Pantages Theater.



There are several schools and organizations that expressed an interest in making the GHAC their
permanent home/be a resident organization. However, cost is a concern.



Regional dance competitions can’t be hosted in the area and there are five or more per year with
hundreds of participants and relatives.



The demographics, education levels, and high household income of Gig Harbor make its resident base
an ideal consumer of arts programming. The GHAC would also be a wonderful amenity for visitors
and serve as an additional attraction and activity to promote.



GHAC would allow for growth of current festivals like the Wine and Food festival, the Gig Harbor
Film Festival, Gig Harbor Beer Fest, and Cider Swig, among many other festivals. It will also serve as
a venue for new festivals and consumer shows and a variety of other event types attractive to both
residents and visitors.



The collaboration between the Gig Harbor Arts Center Alliance and the Harbor Christian Church is a
positive situation from our perspective, for both the project and each organization. The potential for
the involvement of the Gig Harbor arm of the Tacoma Community College is also intriguing and the
Harbor Hills location would be much more visible and accessible. Sundays and holidays will need to
be reserved for use by the Harbor Christian Church.
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The proposed site is excellent. There is the real possibility of a cultural and community district being
established at the site given this project, Harbor Christian Church, the proposed school and the existing
YMCA. Also the existing and planned housing in proximity will help activate the project and be able
to serve those residents.



A key factor of the project will be leveraging social and conference business to help pay for what will
be significant annual operating costs. Fundraising and grants will also be important and may likely serve
as the differentiator between a building that loses money or one that breaks even or makes a small
profit.



Programming and attendance during the warmer months will be very successful. There is concern
about utilization from the late Fall to through the Early Spring. Events like the Film Festival and others
that can be created will help to energize these periods of time.



Several arts organizations utilize local high schools and churches, but are limited by the schedules and
size of the host organizations. Often times a venue with 500 seats is filled to capacity and can’t
accommodate all interested attendees.



Another few examples of capacity issues in the market area are that classes are full with waiting lists
and in one instance for one recital there are five different performances that have to be held due to the
small size of existing performance spaces.



Concerns have been raised over the square footage program of the performing arts space as too small
for the indicated capacities. This has been addressed with BLRB Architects.



There is concern about attracting users and visitors from the Tacoma side of the Tacoma Narrows
given the $5 toll for crossing the new bridge.



The limited number of overnight accommodations in Gig Harbor will be a challenge for some meeting
events.



There will be a significant draw from Kitsap County, specifically from Port Orchard and Bremerton.



Travel Tacoma is turning away potential events that would be attractive for the proposed GHAC. In
2015, 143 events were turned away, or lost to another location, in the size category that could be
accommodated by the GHAC. a significant portion of the reasons cited related to lake of available
dates at the Tacoma Convention and Trade Center or the available meeting space was not appropriate
for their event.
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Inn at Gig Harbor has the largest amount of meeting space at 2,200 square feet and views any new
space as a threat to their operations. About 70 percent of its room night demand comes from the
corporate business sector.



The wedding, social, and meeting business will be very successful at GHAC. As a case in point, the
McGavick Conference Center in Tacoma is booked well into the future. They charge about $1,000 per
four hours for a 5,000 square foot ballroom and offer discounted non-profit and Sunday to Thursday
rates.



Airplane hangers are being used for events of 300 to 500 people. These include Chamber events, Rotary
Club events, Boys and Girls Club events, and Harbor History club to name a few. This is an excellent
indicator of the need for more and larger meeting and event space.



A retail component of the GHAC could be a source of revenue and would provide a resource to
current and future residents since the Harbor Hills development does not include any retail.

REGIONAL FACILITY SUPPLY ANALYSIS
With the intention to analyze future prospect of the proposed GHAC, it is critical to contemplate the supply
and demand dynamics operating within Seattle-Tacoma regional market area. Building on the demographic and
economic analysis presented in Section 3 of this report, this Section provides an analysis of key supply indicators
within Tacoma and the greater Seattle area’s PAC and event market, concluding with an assessment of the
identified market opportunity for the proposed GHAC and a subset of competitive venues.

PAC AND EVENT FACILITIES
Given the proximity of Gig Harbor to a major metropolitan area (Seattle-Tacoma), and the active arts
community and strong economic base of the broader area, there are several established event facilities in the
region. Each venue serves a subset of the market place with there being only a select few that serve the entire
market area for the largest events. The information below establishes the supply of venues that directly serve
residents in the Tacoma and Greater Seattle area and those specifically in a relative size category that is being
considered for the GHAC.

REGIONAL PAC AND EVENT FACILITIES
In order to analyze the inventory of facilities in the area Johnson Consulting first established some parameters
for the analysis. Since what is being considered at the GHAC is in the smaller to mid-size range of performing
arts facilities, facilities with less than 500 or more than 8,000 seats were excluded from the inventory analysis.
Facilities that are more than 50 miles or approximately 1 hour drive-time from Gig Harbor are also not included
in the analysis. Facility types that are included are arenas, PAC’s, auditoriums, theatres, amphitheaters,
fairgrounds, fieldhouses, convention centers, and school facilities. The following tables and maps indicate the
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significant number of event venues that are in the market area. The information in the table is organized by
proximity to Gig Harbor, with the closest venues listed at the top of the table.
Table 4-3
Facility Inventory in Seattle-Tacoma Region
Facility

Location

Mt. Tahoma High School
Emerald Queen Casino
McGavick Conference Center
Greater Tacoma Convention and Trade Center
Rialto Theater
Pantages Theater
Temple Theatre
Pacific Lutheran University - Lagerquist Hall
University of Puget Sound - Schneebeck Concert Hall
Memorial Fieldhouse
Pacific Lutheran University - Karen Hille Phillips Center
Liberty Theater
Puyallup Fair and Events Center
Bremerton High School Performing Arts Center
Auburn High School Performing Arts Center
The Admiral Theatre
ShoWare Events Center
Cedarbrook Lodge
Hilton Sea-Tac Hotel & Conference Center
DoubleTree Hotel Seattle Airport
Renton IKEA Performing Arts Center
Seattle Airport Marriott
Holiday Inn Seattle / Sea-Tac Airport
Doubletree Guest Suites Seattle Airport/ South Center
Kentlake HS Performing Arts Center
Museum of Flight
Century Link Event Center
WaMu Theater
Seattle Town Hall
The 5th Avenue Theater
Benaroya Hall - Auditorium
The Showbox
Washington State Convention & Trade Center
Illsley Ball Nodstrum Recital Hall
The Moore Theatre
Paramount Theatre
Bell Harbor International Conference Center
Seattle Center - Exhibition Hall
Seattle Center - Northwest Rooms
Marion Oliver McCaw Hall
Seattle Repertory - Bagley Wright Theatre
Meydenbauer Center
The Neptune Theatre
Meany Hall for the Performing Arts

Tacoma
Tacoma
Lakewood
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Parkland
Puyallup
Puyallup
Bremerton
Auburn
Bremerton
Kent
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Renton
Seattle
Seattle
Tukwila
Covington
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Bellevue
Seattle
Seattle

Distance to Gig
Harbor
12
13
13
13
14
14
14
18
18
18
19
20
20
21
25
26
29
31
31
32
36
32
30
32
37
38
43
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
45
45
45
46
46
46
46
46
48
48

Capacity

Type

600
2,000
1,200
738
1,169
1,620
550
500
3,400
650
540
1,200
950
999
7,800
540
583
7,200
825
2,107
2,479
1,130
536
1,350
2,807
-

Theater
Theater
Conference Center
Convention Center
Theater
Theater
Theater
Arena
Concert Hall
Fieldhouse
Performing Hall
Theater
Fairgrounds & Conference Center
Performing Hall
Performing Hall
Theater
Arena
Hotel & Conference Center
Hotel & Conference Center
Hotel & Conference Center
Theater
Hotel & Conference Center
Hotel & Conference Center
Hotel & Conference Center
Theater
Conference Center
Conference Center
Theater
Performing Hall
Theater
Theater
Showroom
Convention Center
Theater
Theater
Theater
Conference Center
Event Center
Conference Center
Theater
Theatre
Convention Center
Theatre
Theater

*Venues within 50 miles driving distance or approximately 1 hour of Gig Harbor, having between 500 and 8,000 seats
Sources: Relevant Facilities, Pollstar, Johnson Consulting
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SUBSET OF PAC AND EVENT FACILITIES
There is a standard in the performing arts and theater industry that the majority of your users will come from
within a 25-mile radius. Given this standard, we have identified a subset of facilities within a 25-mile radius of
Gig Harbor that would be potential competitors of the proposed GHAC.
Table 4-4

Local Performing Arts Venues/Theater & Exhibit Center Inventory* - Tacoma Region

Facility

Location

Capacity

Distance From
Gig Harbor
(miles)

Facility Type

Mt. Tahoma High School
Emerald Queen Casino

Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Parkland
Puyallup
Puyallup
Bremerton
Auburn

600
2,000
1,200
738
1,169
1,620
550
500
3,400
650
540
1,200
950

12
13
13
13
14
14
14
18
18
18
19
20
20
21
25

Theater
Theater
Convention Center
Conference Center
Theater
Theater
Theater
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Fieldhouse
Performing Hall
Theater
Performing Hall
Performing Hall
Performing Hall

Greater Tacoma Convention and Trade Center
McGavick Conference Center
Rialto Theater
Pantages Theater
Temple Theatre
Pacific Lutheran University - Lagerquist Hall
University of Puget Sound - Schneebeck Concert Hall
Memorial Fieldhouse
Pacific Lutheran University - Karen Hille Phillips Center
Liberty Theater
Puyallup Fair and Events Center
Bremerton High School Performing Arts Center
Auburn HS Performing Arts Center

TOTAL

15,117

*Performance Venues and Exhibit Centers within 25 miles driving distance of Gig Harbor, having between 500 and 7,500 seats
Sources: Relevant Facilities, PollStar, Johnson Consulting

There are a significant number of venues within a 25-mile radius of the proposed site of the GHAC. However,
upon closer evaluation a number of these facilities are associated with schools, as well as convention or fair
based. Schools typically have a priority on serving the teaching needs of its students and that consumes the
majority of the schedule for those facilities. As a case in point, the closest venue to Gig Harbor is the Mt.
Tahoma High School Theater, which is the main facility of a Tacoma area high school or other venues, such as
the Karen Hille Phillips Center and Lagerquist Hall, which are facilities for the Pacific Lutheran University. The
following Figure 4-2 and Table 4-5 display the location of these venues identified as potential competitors for
programming, tenants and audience share.
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Figure 4-2

Table 4-5
Local Facility Inventory - Tacoma, WA

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Rialto Theater
Pantages Theater
Greater Tacoma Convention and Trade Center
Memorial Fieldhouse
Schneebeck Concert Hall
Emerald Queen Casino
Temple Theatre

H
I
J
K
L
M
N

Mt. Tahoma High School
PLU - Lagerquist Hall
PLU - Karen Hille Phillips Center
Liberty Theater
Puyallup Fair and Events Center
Auburn HS Performing Arts Center
Bremerton High School Performing Arts Center

DIRECT COMPETITORS
Among the venues considered as direct competitors, Gig Harbor has a competitive advantage in its overall
desirability and regional role it plays. Table 4-6 and the following section provide a summary of venues that we
have identified as direct competitors for the proposed GHAC. Distance, size and orientation of the venue were
the determining factors in selection. Venues more than 25 miles away, with fewer than 650-seats and more than
2,000-seats, and a market orientation different than what is under consideration will not be further analyzed.
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Table 4-6
Direct Competitors* - Tacoma Region

Facility
Emerald Queen Casino
Rialto Theater
Pantages Theater
Temple Theatre
Pacific Lutheran University - Karen Hille Phillips Center
Bremerton High School Performing Arts Center
Auburn High School Performing Arts Center

Location

Capacity

Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Tacoma
Parkland
Bremerton
Auburn

2,000
738
1,169
1,620
650
1,200
950

TOTAL

Distance From
Gig Harbor
(miles)

Map Symbol

Facility Type

13
14
14
14
19

F
A
B
G
J

Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Performing Hall
Performing Hall
Performing Hall

21

N

25

M

13,917

*Performance Venues within 25 miles driving distance of Gig Harbor, having between 650 and 2,000 seats
Sources: Relevant Facilities, PollStar, Johnson Consulting

The Emerald Queen Casino is a gaming, hospitality, and entertainment facility
located 13 miles away from Gig Harbor in Tacoma. The Emerald Queen has a 2,000-seat showroom named
the “I-5,” due to its proximity to Interstate-5. The showroom hosts national touring acts such as Alice Cooper,
Chris Young, Air Supply, and Tim Allen. The standard rental fee for a performance at the Emerald Queen
Casino showroom is $4,000 for an 8-hour block of time, excluding audio and visual fees.

EMERALD QUEEN CASINO:

Figure 4-3

Since being built in 1918, the 738-seat Rialto Theater has been a staple venue of the
downtown Tacoma Theater District. The facility has a thrust stage with a 28’ proscenium, a single balcony,
and was designed as a movie house. The venue does not have an orchestra-pit, but the first four rows of seating
can be adjusted to accommodate a small ensemble. The venue has had a long history of success hosting
RIALTO THEATER:
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vaudeville-style acts until the 1990s, when the facility was repositioned as a discount movie theater. This choice
was due to a temporary drop in demand for live performances in the area. The Rialto was recently fully-restored
and is once again a major part of the Tacoma community.
The theater is operated by Broadway Center for the Performing Arts and is listed on the United Sates Register
of Historic Places. Estimated rental rates for a for-profit event at the Rialto are provided below in Table 4-7.
Table 4-7

Rental Rates for the Rialto Theater*
Rental Type
Facility
Peformance (8 hrs.)

$1,265

Labor (hourly)
Event Manager

$33

House Manager

$26

Event Aide

$21

User Services

$125

Stage Door Security

$25

Lead Teachnician

$44

*based on a Weekday Night and Weekend Night For-Profit event
Sources: Broadway Center for Performing Arts, Johnson Consulting

The Pantages was built in 1918 and designed after a theater at the Palace of
Versailles. The venue can seat over 1,100 visitors and has removable handicapped seating, six boxes, and a
balcony. The facility also has a 50 musician orchestra pit. The extremely ornate venue became one of the
premier vaudeville theaters, before converting to a movie house in 1932. The theater went through a fullrestoration in 1983 and once again hosts live performances. The theater lobby can also host events, with the
capacity to hold 400-person banquets. The Pantages, along with the Rialto Theater and the Theater on the
Square, is owned by the City of Tacoma and managed by the Broadway Center for Performing Arts. In 2015,
Broadway Center and The City of Tacoma announced that The Pantages would be receiving $24.3 million in
exterior and seismic upgrades. Work on the exterior of the venue began in Spring 2016 and seismic
reinforcement is slated to start May 2018. These seismic updates are expected to be completed in 18-months.
During that time The Pantages will be closed and its five resident groups; the Tacoma Symphony, Tacoma
Opera, Tacoma City Ballet, Tacoma Concert Band, and the Tacoma youth Symphony will be in temporary need
of a new home.
THE PANTAGES THEATER:
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Figure 4-4

The Temple Theatre is the live performance venue component of the Landmark
Catering and Convention Center, located in downtown Tacoma. The theater was built and opened in 1927 and
now hosts weddings, live performances, dances, and corporate events. The Temple is a 15,000 square feet and
can seat 1,620 visitors. Because the venue has no fixed-seats on its main floor, the theater is versatile and can
be marketed in numerous ways. The Landmark Catering and Convention Center has 9 other rentable spaces
that can be used for meetings, banquets, and other events

THE TEMPLE THEATRE:

Formerly known as Eastvold Hall, the Karen Hille
Phillips Center is one of the main facilities of the Arts and Communication program at Pacific Lutheran
University. The venue was originally built in 1952, but underwent a $15 million restoration and expansion in
2011, which was funded on the behalf of Karen Hille Phillip. The auditorium can seat 650 visitors and is LEED
certified. The price of rental of the Karen Hille Phillips PAC is approximately $1,500 per performance.
Performances held at the Karen Hill Phillips PAC include Opera, Jazz Concerts, and Faculty & Studio acts.

KAREN HILLE PHILLIPS PERFORMING ARTS CENTER:
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The facility is owned and managed by the Bremerton School
District and mainly serves the high school’s drama program with a capacity of 1,200. In 2016, the venue is
projected to host over 100 events, most notably a holiday production of The Nutcracker. Below is a list of
estimated fees associated with the rental and hosting of a for-profit performance at the Bremerton School
District facility.

BREMERTON PERFORMING ARTS CENTER:

Table 4-8

Rental Rates for the Bremerton Performing Arts Center*
Rental Type
Facility
Peformance (5 hrs.)

$1,500

Labor (hourly)
Stage Manager

$36

Custodial Staff

$36

Stage Technicians

$21

*based on a Weekday Night and Weekend Night For-Profit event
Sources: Bremerton School District, Johnson Consulting

Opening in 1981, the Auburn High School PAC is a
950-seat venue. The Auburn PAC has been nationally recognized as a premier live performance professionally
managed, but owned by a public-school district. The facility is home to Auburn School District No. 408,
Auburn Symphony Orchestra, Pacific Ballroom Dance Company, and the Miss Auburn Scholarship Pageant.
In 2015, the center underwent an extensive renovation and is now considered a state-of-the-art venue. The
rental rates for this facility are provided below in Table 4-9.
AUBURN HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER:
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Table 4-9

Rental Rates for the Auburn Performing Arts Center
A

B

C

$400

$635

$765

Each additional hour for Performances

$65

$130

$175

Rehearsal (5 hr. min.)

$300

$475

$600

Rental Type
Facility
Performance (4 hrs min.)

Each additional hour for Rehearsals

$40

$75

$110

Second Performance (same day)

$300

$435

$565

Meeting only (3 hrs. min.)

$275

$400

$525

Each additional hour for Meetings
Room Rentals

$60

$115

$165

Classrooms (Per Day)

$30

$50

$75

Kitchen (by arrangement per hr.)

$30

$55

$110

Kitchen (manager/cook per hr.)

$30

$30

$30

Kitchen

A: Non-profit organizations within the school district
B: Non-profit organization outside of the school district and Profit organizations within the school district
C: Profit organizations outside of the school district
Sources: Auburn School District, Johnson Consulting

OTHER POTENTIAL COMPETITORS
SCHNEEBECK CONCERT HALL: The

Schneebeck Concert Hall is the main facility for the School of Music at
University of Puget Sound. The venue seats 500 and is located in Tacoma.
MEYDENBAUER CENTER THEATER: The Meydenbauer Theater was built in 1993 as a part of the Meydenbauer

Convention Center. The theater has 410 seats and is located in Bellevue, Washington. The Convention Center
has a 36,000 sq. ft. exhibit hall and a 12,000 sq. ft. meeting room to go along with the Theater.
THE SHOWBOX: The

Showbox opened in 1939 in Seattle and has hosted some of the top musical performing
acts since, from Duke Ellington to Pearl Jam and the Foo Fighters. The venue includes a main stage and club
seating.
Located in Nearby Lakewood, The McGavick Center offers a
10,000+ square foot ballroom. This versatile space can be utilized as a theatre, banquet hall, classroom, or
reception hall and host up to 1,200 people. The venue specifications rental rates for the McGavick Conference
Center are provided in the tables below.

THE MCGAVICK CONFERENCE CENTER:
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Table 4-10

McGavick Conference Center
Venue Spcifications
Space & Configuration

Sq. Ft. Banquet Theatre Classroom Reception

Ballroom

10,709

70-600

1,200

600

1,000

1/2 Ballroom

6,059

40-250

500

200

400

1/4 Ballroom

2,358

20-80

200

75

250

3/4 Ballroom
Atrium & Lobby

8,471
4,840

80-300
200

600
n/a

275
n/a

300
200-300

858

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Boardroom
Classroom
Outdoor Terrace

375

40

60

40

n/a

2,700

100

n/a

n/a

350

Sources: McGavick Conference Center, Johnson Consulting

Table 4-11

McGavick Conference Center
Rental Rates*
Space & Configuration
Ballroom
1/2 Ballroom
1/4 Ballroom
3/4 Ballroom
Atrium & Lobby
Boardroom
Classroom
Outdoor Terrace

Fri-Sat

Sun-Thurs

$455

$365

230

190

85

50

310
275

235
125

45

25

45

25

110

25

* Based on per hour rate (4-hour minimum required)
Sources: McGavick Conference Center, Johnson Consulting

In 2015, the nearby City of Federal Way broke ground on a $32 million
performing arts and event center. The design for the 80,000 square foot facility includes a 716-seat theater.
The Federal Way PAC is anticipated to open the winter of 2016 or early 2017.
PROPOSED FEDERAL WAY PAC:

IMPLICATIONS
The key implications from the above regional facility analysis indicate that there is an area of opportunity for a
new performing arts and conference facility. With the Pantages going off line and a majority of the other venues
being school oriented there is a significant population base that is being underserved from a facilities
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perspective. The entire areas to the north and west of Gig Harbor would be served from both an entertainment
and learning perspective, which is needed due to waiting lists for classes and multiple recitals being required for
one group of students due to limited seating capacity. The other key challenge to address is date availability
since a lot of the current facilities are school focused and only allow outside users on an as available basis. The
presence of Harbor Christian Church as a key tenant of the project will also provide a captive potential audience
and word of mouth networking base which is hard to quantify in terms of impact.
There will also be significant demand that comes from Tacoma and the broader regional area given the
waterside identity and charm that is what makes Gig Harbor desirable. The programming opportunities are
limitless given the depth of the area wide arts community and the passion and financial support that they are
willing bring to a project like the GHAC. It cannot be emphasized enough how important the social and
meeting business will be for this project from a revenue generation stand point, since they are both heavy food
and beverage consumers and can typically pay higher rental rates. There is great interest in unique meeting
venues and social spaces and the Greater Tacoma CVB has indicated that there are a large number of events
that can’t currently be accommodated that would find the GHAC of great interest. As stated earlier, almost 150
events were turned away in 2015 that could have considered the GHAC if it were an option, this is in addition
to other events that do not even consider the Gig Harbor/Tacoma market given their current understanding
of facility inventory.
The key ingredients for the GHAC to succeed are all present in the marketplace, the key challenge will be in
selecting the right leadership to operate the facility to bring all of the pieces together.
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COMPARABLE FACILITIES ANALYSIS
In order to understand the market opportunity for a new PAC in Gig Harbor, WA this section presents case
study profiles of a set of comparable facilities, regionally and nationally. The key operating characteristics of
these facilities are provided in the following profiles, and include:


Size and character of facility program spaces.



Recent and/ or planned expansions.



A demand and financial profile, including the number and types of events and operating revenues and
expenses, where available.

Information about event demand and the financial performance of indicated facilities provides insight into the
general parameters within which a new amphitheater could reasonably expect to operate.
These venues were selected for a variety of reasons that include program of spaces, operating/management
style, market similarities, education programming, or rate and market information. The following table
summarizes the key attributes of the facilities identified as part of this analysis that include (information in
parentheses indicates logic for inclusion):


The Ames Center; Burnsville, Minnesota (operating and revenue development approach, similar size)



Florence Events Center; Florence, Oregon (rental rate information, broad regional comparable,
community focused)



Headlands Center for the Arts; Sausalito, California (location similarities, rate info, unique mix of
artistry types)



McIntyre Hall; Mt. Vernon, Washington (rental rate information, broad regional comparable,
community focused)



Napa Valley Performing Arts Center at Lincoln Theater; Yountville, California (operating and revenue
development approach, similar size)



The ZACH Theatre; Austin, Texas (rates and educational programming)
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Table 5-1
Key Characteristics of Comparable Facilities
Headlands Center for
the Arts

McIntyre Hall

Napa Valley PAC at
Lincoln Theater

Sunset Center

Florence, OR

Sausalito, CA

Mt. Vernon, WA

Yountville, CA

Carmel, CA

Austin, TX

MN-WI

Eugene, OR

San Francisco-OaklandHayward, CA

Mt. Vernon Anacortes, WA

Napa, CA

Salinas, CA

Austin-Round
Rock, TX

Population

60,556

8,955

7,144

32,485

3,015

3,846

856,569

Median Age

36.6

59.4

53.1

33.4

65.1

61

32.3

$67,083

$32,089

$99,487

$53,189

$67,519

$59,016

$52,119

2009
1,014-set
Proscenium stage
and 150-seat Black
Box Theater

1994

1982

2004

1957/2005*

2003

1932/2011*

455

n/a

651

1,200

718

420

The Ames Center

Florence Events
Center

Burnsville, MN

ZACH Theatre

Location
Location
Metropolitan Area
Demographics Characteristics (2015)

Median Household Income
Facility Attributes
Year Opened
Venue Seating Capacity

MainTenant/Act(s)

Florence Performing
Arts, Kremlin Chamber
Orchestra, the Last
Resort Players

4

Skagit Valley College,
Headlands Center for the
Northwest Ballet
Arts
Theatre, Fidalgo Youth
Symphony

Symphony Napa
Valley

Monterey
ZACH's
Symphony, Carmel
Performing Arts
Music Society,
School
Chamber Music
Monterey Bay

Ownership/Management
Owner
Manager

n/a

City of Florence

VenuWorks

City of Florence

NPS
Public Facilities District
n/a
Headlands Center for the
Napa Valley PAC at
Skagit Valley College
Arts
Lincoln Theater

n/a
Sunset Cultural
Center

n/a
ZACH

* Facility underwent significant renovations
Sources: Releveant Facilities, Johnson Consulting

The following subsections present an individual case study for the comparable facilities listed in the table above.

AMES CENTER BURNSVILLE, MINNESOTA
Formerly known as Burnsville Performing
Arts Center and named after The Ames Corporation,
The Ames Center was opened in 2009, two stories tall,
with a sweeping view of Nicollet Commons Park, the
Minnesota River Valley and the Minneapolis Skyline.
LOCATION:

The Ames Center is
managed by VenuWorks, which is one of the three
largest public assembly management firms in the
United States.
OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT:

The Center is comprised of two theaters, including 1,014-seat proscenium stage and an intimate
150-seat Black Box theater.

FACILITIES:

Features and Specifications of The Main Hall are as follows:


Proscenium Opening: 47’-9” Wide x 28’-0” Tall



Stage Width: from Stage Left Wall to Fly Rail is 92’-6”
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Proscenium: Adjustable width from 49’9” to 68’ and depth of 32’



Dressing Rooms: 1 Star dressing Room, approximately 12’6” x 9’7”, with its own bathroom facilities.

2 stage level rooms.


Green Room: 23’—6” x 32’—0”



Production Office: A stage level production office; 11’ wide and 7’ deep.

RENTAL RATES: The

following table provides details of the facility’s rental rates.
Table 5-2

ANCHOR TENANTS: The

Ames Center is home to the Chameleon Theater Circle, The Twin Cities Ballet of
Minnesota and the Dakota Valley Symphony.

DEMAND SCHEDULE: The facility recorded a total of 393 events in 2014, in which the main theater contributed

39 percent of the total. As of April 2016, the facility has been booked for 14 events, which mainly concentrated
on talent competition and musical drama, with an average of 2 event days. In 2015, attendance increased by
over 30 percent, to more than 180,000 people. The following table provides details of the facility’s demand
schedule in 2013 and 2014.
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Table 5-3

The facility relies heavily on sponsors. The facility’s current sponsors are Frontier
Communications, Pepsi, Kindermusik, Brushwork School of Art, Ballet Royal Minnesota and others. In
addition to private sectors, the facility is funded through city money and donations. The Center finished its first
year with an operating deficit of more than half a million dollars. It also exhibited an operating deficit of about
$547,000 in 2012, which was affected by the recession at the time. Going forward, the venue’s revenue has
nearly double in 2013, since 2009. During the same year, food and beverage sales grossed $210,400, an increase
of 70.7 percent over 2012. In 2015, the venue’s deficit totaled $87,800, up from 2014, but less than the $100,000
that the City had budgeted for.
REVENUE & EXPENSES:

FUNDING: The venue received an annual naming rights contribution of $100,000 from the Ames Construction

Company. This will be in effect until 2024, with the intention to reduce public subsidy.
Bringing in a nationally reputable private management company has helped the facility
improve its operating profile and financial performance. The facility was intended to be a primary catalyst for
the redevelopment of the downtown core and spur additional development. It has been a major success in this
regard and while the City would like the facility to breakeven, financial profit is not the primary metric of
success for this facility.
OBSERVATIONS:
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FLORENCE EVENTS CENTER FLORENCE, OREGON
The Florence Events Center is the main
entertainment venue in Florence, Oregon. The venue
resides in a picturesque Northwest location, near the
Siuslaw River and the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway road
system.
LOCATION:

The Events Center is
owned and managed by the City of Florence. The
Center has four full-time employees, including
Operations Manager and Marketing Specialist.
OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT:

FACILITIES: The FEC is a 21,000 square foot complex that includes a Banquet Hall, which can be divided into

5 separate spaces, and a 455–seat Theatre.
Features and Specifications of The Theatre are as follows:


Stage:
− Proscenium: 40’ w x 20’ h
− Stage dimensions: 44’ x 33’
− Orchestra pit: 40’ w x 8’ in center (arched)
− Stage floor: 2 layers 3/4” plywood on 2” rubber sleepers



Lighting System:
−
−
−



ETC Element lighting console w/monitor
140-EDI 2.4k dimmer – dimmer per circuit
2-Altman 360 wt Comet Follow Sports

Sound System:
−
−

2 JBL SR 4722A Cabinets w/ 1-12” speaker plus horn
1 JBL PRX618SXLF Subwoofer (1000 Watts, 1x18in.)
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Figure 5-1

RENTAL RATES: The

following table provides details of the facility’s rental rates.
Table 5-4
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The Florence Events Center (FEC) is home to the Florence Performing Arts, Kremlin
Chamber Orchestra, and the Last Resorts Players.
ANCHOR TENANTS:

DEMAND SCHEDULE: The FEC hit an all-time high in events held in its 2006-2007 fiscal year.

The facility held
461 events that year, but shortly after saw a decline in events booked. This downtrend trend started in the
2007-2008 fiscal year and can largely be attributed to the recession, but has corrected itself since as the economy
has improved. Between 2008-2015 there has been an increase in events booked, hosting 397 in 2014-2015 and
projections for over 400 in the 2015-2016 fiscal year. These events include industry conferences that attract
roughly 100 attendees, regular club meetings, such as Rotary that attract up to 225 visitors, and Broadway
performances that attract approximately 2,000 attendees per run of performances.

Tickets for events at the Florence Events Center range from $10-35 based on the
type of performance. The Center is able to save on labor expenses by utilizing over 350 volunteer hours for
putting on performances per month
REVENUE & EXPENSES:

The original costs to develop the FEC in 1994 were $3.3 million dollars. This
amount was funded both publically ($1.1 million) and privately ($2.2 million). This public funding for the venue
was raised fiscally through the County’s transient room taxes and the City of Florence’s general tax-fund. Below
is the budget allocated to the Events Center from the City of Florence’s general fund
DEVELOPMENT & FUNDING:

Table 5-5

OBSERVATIONS:

The FEC is a good example of a city run operation and has been a significant asset to the

community.
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HEADLANDS CENTER FOR THE ARTS SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA
The Headlands Center for the Arts is located 2 miles
west of the north-end of the Golden Gate Bridge in Sausalito,
California. The campus buildings were originally military facilities
used at Fort Barry. In 1972, after the military withdrew from the
facility the National Park Services took over the land. In 1982, local
artists formed the Headlands Center for the Arts and resolved to
rehabilitate the buildings for public use. The former military
barracks on-site now serve as housing for the Headlands art-inresidence program.
LOCATION:

Since the military turned over the
land in 1972, the National Parks Service has owned the land and
buildings of the Headlands Center for the Arts. In 1982 the Headlands Center for the Arts organization formed
and offered to manage and rehabilitate the facilities. In 1994, the NPS agreed to a long-term agreement to
cooperatively use the land with the Headlands Center for the Arts.
OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT:

There are nine buildings in total that make-up the Headlands Center for the Arts’ campus. Each
building serves a certain purpose for the Headlands Center by providing one of the spaces below:
FACILITIES:



Studios: There are studios buildings spread across four of the buildings at the Headlands. One of the
buildings in particular, contains 20 smaller (100-400 square feet) spaces for individual artists and
another is an expansive space that hosts dance and music performances. The one of the largest spaces
resides in the Gymnasium building, which has 2000 square feet of open space and can hold basketball
games, bowling matches and as act a studio.



Houses: There are five total houses on campus that are fully furnished and have between 4-5
bedrooms. These buildings are used to house resident artists, interns, and in unique scenarios staff.



Main Administrative Building: This building holds the Headlands Center for the Arts offices, the
Mess Hall” for the Center and a project space, which is designed to display the Center’s current exhibit.

ANCHOR TENANTS: The

Headlands Center for the Arts is home a wide array of artists, who agree to pay rent
in exchange for access to proper facilities to create and exhibit their work.

DEMAND SCHEDULE:

In 2014, the Headlands Center for the Arts held 33 events and drew roughly 12,000

visitors to its venue.
In 2014, the Headlands Center for the Arts reported over $2.8 million in revenues,
with nearly $1.5 million coming private contributions to the Center. Aside from the generous contributions,

REVENUE & EXPENSES:
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another factor that contributes to the Centers positive balance sheet is the organizations ability to incentivize
talent to perform and exhibit their works, by offering subsidized rental. Because of this, the Headlands Center
for the Arts is able to generate revenue from the rentals by the artists and retain this consistent and top-level
talent at a discounted cost.
Table 5-6

FUNDING STRATEGIES: The

Headlands Center of the Arts have the luxury of being funded by several public
bodies, including the National Parks Service, as well as having a strong private donor base.
The Headlands Center for the Arts has an ideal location, residing in the Golden Gate
recreational area; it is no wonder why artists have flocked to this serene venue for inspiration and to properly
display their work. The Headlands Center for the Arts is prime example of the repositioning of existing

OBSERVATIONS:
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outdated facilities into relevant and fulfilling spaces that can be enjoyed by the community. It also highlights
the importance of pursuing grants and partnering with artists to make the project successful. The level of rental
income should also be observed indicating that a good amount of revenue can be generated by artists using
purpose built facilities for their particular craft.

MCINTYRE HALL MT. VERNON, WASHINGTON
Mt. Vernon serves as one as the principal
cities of Skagit County in Northwest Washington state.
McIntyre Hall serves as the premier entertainment
venue in Mt. Vernon and Skagit County.
LOCATION:

OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT: McIntyre Hall is owned

by the Mt. Vernon Public Facilities District and
managed by Skagit Valley Community College. There
is also an eight-person Public Facility Board of
Trustees that acts as the stewards of the facility.
Opened in 2004, the McIntyre Hall has a 651-seat theater and 7,000 square foot lobby and
conference facility that is able to accommodate 350-persons.
FACILITIES:

The following image is a map of the seating area at McIntyre Hall.
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Figure 5-2

McIntyre hosts approximately 150-200 rented events per year. These events attract
anywhere from 45,000-55,000 visitors per year.

DEMAND SCHEDULE:

ANCHOR TENANTS: McIntyre

Hall is a main facility for the Northwest Ballet Theater, Skagit Valley Academy
of Dance, the Mount Vernon School District, Theater Arts Guild, and Skagit Valley College. In total there are
11 total organizations that make regular use of McIntyre Hall.
McIntyre Hall is funded by the Skagit Regional Public Facilities District, Skagit
County, Skagit Valley County, the Jack and Shirley McIntyre Foundation, the Skagit Performing Arts Council,
and several other private donors.
FUNDING STRATEGIES:

McIntyre Hall has solidified itself as a key facility in the Mt. Vernon and Skagit County
performing arts community. The venue serves the private organizations throughout the region as well as the
local school district and college.

OBSERVATIONS:
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NAPA VALLEY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER YOUNTVILLE, CALIFORNIA
LOCATION: The Napa Valley Performing Arts Center is located

in Yountville, California. The venue is situated near the St.
Helena Highway, several world famous restaurants, and a
variety of vineyards and wineries.
The Performing Arts Center is
managed by a Non-profit 501c3 organization. The group also
manages an artist-in-residence program.

OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT:

FACILITIES: The Napa Valley Performing Arts Center has several spaces including the Lincoln Theater, various

board rooms, and spaces for rehearsal. In 2005, the facility underwent $22 million in renovations to the center
focusing on the 1,200 seat Lincoln Theater.
Features and Specifications of The Lincoln Theater are as follows:


Stage Dimensions:
− Proscenium Opening: 41’-7’-1/2” w and 17’ – 11-1/2” H
− Plaster Line to Upstage Wall: 24’ – 1”
− Plaster Line to Front Pit: 19’ - 2”

The seating chart for the Lincoln Theater is displayed in the following image.
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Figure 5-3

RENTAL RATES: The

following table provides details of the facility’s rental rates.
Table 5-7
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ANCHOR TENANTS:

The Napa Valley Performing Arts Center’s main tenant is the Symphony Napa Valley.

In 2014, the Napa Valley Performing Arts Center received generated $1.3 million in
revenues and $1.2 million in expenses.

REVENUE & EXPENSES:

Table 5-8

OBSERVATIONS:

For nearly 60 years, the Lincoln Theater and the Napa Valley Performing Arts Center has
been a successful facility in the Napa County Community. This success is most evident from the $22 million,
the facility was able to secure for renovations in 2005. The Napa Valley Performing Arts Center not only serves
the needs of the Napa Valley area, but also leverages the existing tourism by catering to visitors of the area,
similar to how Gig Harbor could attract and serve its visitor base.
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SUNSET CENTER CARMEL, CALIFORNIA
The Sunset Center is located in Carmel,
California, a small-beach city with a high percentage of
retirees. In 2003 the Sunset Cultural Society was formed and
renovated the building, which was originally developed as a
public school in 1926, into the venue it is today.
LOCATION:

A 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization Sunset Cultural Society is the main operator of
the facility.
OWNERSHIP/

MANAGEMENT:

Originally designed as a public school, the Sunset Center, offers a wide variety of spaces that can
be utilized for live performances, meetings, conferences, and banquets. Below is a diagram of the Sunset Center.
FACILITIES:

Figure 5-4

Features and specifications of the 718-seat Sunset Theater include:


Proscenium Opening: 40’ wide x 37’ high at the peak of the arch
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Stage:
− Depth: 39’ plaster line to back wall, 42’7” apron to back wall, 54’ orchestra pit
− Width: 33’ Centerline to locking rail stage right, 62’centerline to stage left wall
− Height: 40’ stage floor to batten high trim, 43’ stage floor to grid
Orchestra Pit: 9’ below stage floor 14’ deep x 28’ wide (390 sq.ft.)
Stage Floor: Pine tongue and groove floor sprung on rubber bushings for dance with matte black
finish

The specifications for the theater stage are provided as a diagram in the following image.
Figure 5-5

The Sunset Center also has several conference spaces (rental rates provide below) and a banquet area. The
banquet area caters to weddings. The cost of the renting the banquet area for a 7-hour wedding-type event
ranges from $3,500-$10,000 depending on the package.
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Table 5-9

Sunset Center Conference Space
Rental Rates
Rental Type
Carpenter Hall
Babcock Room
Chapman Room
Bingham Room
Upper Terrace

4-Hour Rate
$325
$165
$165
$165
$500

8-Hour Rate
$650
$325
$325
$325
$1,000

Sources: Sunset Center, Johnson Consulting

The Sunset Center is home to several organizations including the Monterey Symphony,
the Carmel Music Society, and Chamber Music Monterey Bay.

ANCHOR TENANTS:

DEMAND SCHEDULE: In 2015, 118,000 performing arts goers visited the Sunset Center. The Sunset Cultural
Society sponsors performances apart of the Sunset Presents concert series. In 2015, there were 25 Sunset Presents
events, which made up 22 percent of the total theater utilization at the Sunset Center. 12,285 people paid to
attends these events, which include performances by Olivia Newton-John and Chris Isaak. The Center also
holds educational events that introduce and continue to expose visitors of all ages to the arts.

The following table provides the Sunset Cultural Society’s revenue and expense
statement for 2013 and 2014.
REVENUE & EXPENSES:

Table 5-10
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In 2014 the Sunset Center grossed over $2.4 million in revenue. These gains were offset by the roughly $2.5
million in operating expenses.
The Sunset Center is supported by public and private participation that include corporate and
individual philanthropists.
FUNDING:

The Sunset Center has been a success over the last 13 years and a great example of
repositioning an existing structure. The venue has most importantly acted as an economic generator for the
Monterey Bay and Carmel Region. In the Sunset Cultural Society’s 2014-15 annual report, management
estimated that the Sunset Center generated $4.1 million in audience spending and supported the equivalent of
a 138 full-time jobs in the community.

OBSERVATIONS:

ZACH THEATER AUSTIN, TEXAS
The ZACH Theatre is located in downtown
Austin, Texas, one block southwest of the Colorado River.
The ZACH is the longest continuously running theatre
company in Texas and is a staple in the vibrant and rapidly
growing Austin Performing Arts Community. The facility is
named in honor of Hollywood star, Zachary Scott.
LOCATION:

OWNERSHIP/ MANAGEMENT:

The ZACH is managed by the
ZACH Theatre Company a 501(3)(c) non-for-profit
organization.
FACILITIES: The









ZACH has a bevy of venue space. These spaces include:

Topfer Theatre: 420-seat performance venue with a lobby and bar that was opened in 2012
Serra Skyline Lounge & Terkel Terrace: 950 square foot lounge with bar, attached outdoor terrace
and incredible, panoramic downtown views
People’s Plaza & Bobbi Pavilion: 6,400 square foot plaza with a five pole tent, with the capacity to
seat 420 people
Whisenhunt Stage: 130-seat theatre-in-the-round performance venue
Whisenhunt Studio: 1,000 square foot event space
Kleberg Stage: 230-seat performance venue including lobby and patio access
Nowlin Rehearsal Studio: 3,200 square foot event space

The ZACH primarily hosts Broadway performances and serves as the home to its
performing arts school.

ANCHOR TENANTS:
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The ZACH attracts nearly 115,000 visitors each year. Of these visitors roughly 65,000
are attendees of the ZACH Theatre performances and 50,000 of the visitors are children participating in
educational camps and classes.
DEMAND SCHEDULE:

REVENUE & EXPENSES: In 2014, the ZACH Theatre generated over $7.2 million in revenues and had roughly

$6.9 million in expenses. The revenues and expenses for 2014 are provided below in Table 5-11.
Table 5-11

As seen in the previous table, the ZACH Theatre is funded by several sources including both public
and private contributions and government grants.

FUNDING:

The ZACH’s Theatre Company is the longest running theater company in the state of Texas.
It provides the ever growing Austin market with a state-of the art venue, Broadway shows, and a series of highquality educational camps and classes to cultivate the performing arts community. The venue has several stages
and spaces to host a variety of events and it positioned to continue

OBSERVATIONS:
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IMPLICATIONS
A major concern for any project is to identify the right comparable facilities to analyze. Given the broad scope
and mix of spaces that would serve a wide variety of users, it was necessary to profile a range of venue types,
each of which has a component that is relatable to either the market, program of spaces, or operating approach.
For example, The Ames Center in Burnsville was included due to its operating approach, which is managed
privately and is very focused on events that make business sense for the balance sheet of the facility. The
Headlands Center for the arts was included for destination/market comparability and so that the nonperforming arts uses of the facility could be understood in the context of an already operating facility and
associated revenues and expenses. The facilities in Florence, OR and Mt. Vernon, WA were included to provide
some regional context for how community based venues operate in the Pacific Northwest. The venues in
Carmel, Sausalito, and Napa were included for destination/market comparability and size.
It is anticipated that the GHAC will operate with elements of each of these comparable venues. It is important
to the financial and operating success that the main performance hall (1,200-seats), the ballroom, and the lobby
space really operate at market-based rent levels for the majority of events or the financial health of the operation
will be compromised. In our demand projections, presented in the next section, there are significant allocations
for non-profit use of the main theater and ballroom and lobby spaces. The balance of the facility also offers a
broad mix of spaces that are attractive both size and price wise to ensure that the community finds this venue
accessible.
The key challenge for the management team of the facility will be to balance civic and commercial use of the
facility, since both are needed to make the facility successful.
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PROGRAM AND COST ANALYSIS
Based on Johnson Consulting’s analysis and judgment, a performing arts and conference center venue has a
significant role to play in Gig Harbor. An art, entertainment and learning venue is consistent with the arts
colony spirit that exists in Gig Harbor and a broad regional area will benefit from this project. The site and
market opportunity of Gig Harbor are solid and its presence would be able to support event activities within
the Community that are currently lacking. The primary challenge will be for a qualified facility manager to be
identified that can weave together the mix of programming, entertainment and social events that are needed to
make the GHAC viable. Our market research has validated the viability of Gig Harbor’s ability to support the
proposed GHAC as outlined in the prior sections of this report.
A new facility will have two categories of demand.


The first category is performing arts events, such as plays, musical concerts, dances, shows, other
performances, and conference activity.



The second category is events that will be driven by the community, such as graduations, community
meetings, social functions, festivals, and a variety of meeting events.

The classic debate regarding arts and entertainment venues is who pays for facilities and who has priority. As a
rule, local arts groups feel they have a social mandate to use facilities. They also have political connections and
often navigate their way to this end. Meanwhile, city/ business leadership and others wish to see a responsible
bottom line and as much popular programming in the venue as possible.
The two operating models in play nationally are:


Civic Venue – is commercially available on an as-available basis, but local arts groups have a preference

for their productions, rehearsals and needs. Most events in the region operate in this format.


– is managed by an operator who sells subscription series or event tickets and
tickets to entertainment events, manages meeting and other event bookings, and basically fills the venue
with commercial productions and meeting events, allowing civic use on a space-available basis or
during negotiated periods.
Commercial Venue

Ultimately, most venues arrive at a hybrid of these two broad models, but usually one format or the other
dominates. It is unlikely that the small market of Gig Harbor can sustain a heavily civic operation for the larger
spaces of the proposed venue, especially because most acts will require someone to take the promoter/
presenter risk, even if the events are profitable. Therefore, this analysis assumes the operating model as a
commercial venue, for the larger spaces, and classrooms and smaller black box and community theater available
for civic oriented events with more affordable rental rates.
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This section provides demand and operating projections of the proposed Gig Harbor Performing Arts Center
(PAC), as summarized in Table 6-1 below. There are two different programs included, the initial program and
a revised program. From our industry experience of facilities of similar size, like The Ames Center in Burnsville,
MN and Jazz at Lincoln Center in New York, it was clear that the program of spaces was not in line with other
similar venues. As such, Johnson Consulting and BLRB had a meeting to develop a revised program, that is
presented below and followed by an updated cost estimate.
Table 6-1
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As the above table indicates, the two main areas of modification are the square footage requirements needed
for the Performance Hall and for the Theater Lobby Space, which needed to basically double. Based on this
updated information, and when the ballroom and lobby are used in conjunction with each other for a banquet
type of event over 600-people can be accommodated. Presented below is an updated cost estimate prepared by
BLRB.
Table 6-2

DEMAND AND OPERATING PROJECTIONS
As has been discussed previously, many other types of users may consider the complex, and the event calendar
should grow organically, once space is provided. It is expected for example, if a strong general manager is
recruited and the talent of the staff at the CVB are engaged, that a variety of commercial events and a
subscription series will be attracted or developed.
Table 6-3 shows an estimate of demand for the proposed GHAC with a fully equipped theater. The demand
estimate is based upon market research, an examination of comparable facilities, and interviews with the CVB,
meeting and event planners, show promoters and organizers, and a number of potential facility users.
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Table 6-3

The table shows that in Year 1, GHAC with a fully equipped theater has the potential to attract 44 entertainment
events and 113 non-entertainment events at the facility. By Year 5, these numbers are expected to increase to
56 and 154 events, respectively.
Examples of for-profit productions are Broadway productions, ballets, plays, and other theatrical performances
with substantial scene-changing, lighting, and stage-setting requirements, which can be produced at fully
equipped theaters. Examples of non-profit events are those held by non-profit organizations. Corporate events
include product launches, awards ceremonies, and others that can take place in the theater or the conference
center. Seminars, meetings, banquets, community events, and others take place mostly in the ballroom and
lobby space of the venue for the largest of events. Special note is to be made of Harbor Christian Church’s
requirements for the project on Sundays and major religious holidays. Given the service hours of 9:00 and 10:30
am on Sunday for Harbor Christian Church being reserved for their use, it is our opinion that other events
could still be accommodated in the evening. Major holidays or special events should not exceed 10 events in
our experience and that has been factored into the above analysis.
Table 6-4 shows the estimated ticketed performance days at the theater component of the GHAC. It is assumed
that on average, for-profit production runs 7 shows while non-profit production runs 3 shows.
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Table 6-4

As shown in the table, the theater is projected to accommodate 190 shows in Year 1, growing to 238 shows in
Year 5, which is at 70 percent utilization of the theater.
Table 6-5 shows the estimated number of total used days for the Theater component of the GHAC, including
event days and preparation days (set-up and tear-down).
Table 6-5

As shown in the table, assuming the theater component of the GHAC is projected to be used for 206 days in
Year 1, growing to 257 days in Year 5.
Table 6-6 shows the estimated number of total used days for the Non-Entertainment component of the GHAC,
including event days and preparation days (set-up and tear-down).
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Table 6-6

As shown in the table, the non-entertainment event component of the GHAC is projected to be used 138 days
in Year 1, growing to 191 days in Year 5, which translates an average annual rate of growth of 8 percent.
Table 6-7 shows the estimated average attendance by event type for the PAC.
Table 6-7

Table 6-8 shows the estimated total attendance by event type for the GHAC.
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Table 6-8

Total attendance for the GHAC is estimated at approximately 140,500 in Year 1, increasing to approximately
197,370 in Year 5, translating into an average annual rate of growth of 9 percent.

OPERATING PRO FORMA
In order to illustrate the potential of the GHAC based on execution of the physical recommendations, Johnson
Consulting prepared projections of performance. The above outlined demand projections, including use days,
and attendance were used to produce estimated financial operating projections for the GHAC. Table 6-9 shows
the projected pro-forma of the facility.
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Table 6-9

As shown in the table, in Year 1, the GHAC is projected to start off with $2 million of operating revenues, $2.4
million of expenses, and $371,000 of net operating deficit, before reserve of replacement. In Year 5, the GHAC
is projected to generate $2.91 million of operating revenues for $2.925 million of expenses, leading to a net
operating income of $15,000 before reserve of replacement. After reserve of replacement taken into account,
the operation of the GHAC is projected to have an operating deficit of ($441,000) in Year 1, improving to
($117,000) in Year 5.
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REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS

Key revenue assumptions used for the pro-forma are described as follows.


– is the main source of income for the GHAC. Rental revenue includes any charges generated
from two of the most revenue-generating venues, including the Performance Hall and Ballroom/Multipurpose Hall. For ticketed performance events, rentals are based on flat rates plus a percentage of
ticket revenues. For all other events, only flat rates are charged. The assumptions for a rental scenario
are summarized in Table 6-10. All rental rates are inflated at three percent annually.
Rent

Table 6-10

Other key assumptions used for Ticket Fees through Naming Rights on the revenue side of the pro-forma are
shown on Table 6-11 and described on the following bullet points.
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Table 6-11




– The Events Center is expected to receive a $0.50 per ticket fee for all ticketed events at
the facility. In Year 1, ticket fee revenue is anticipated at $62,000, increasing to $97,000 at stabilization
in Year 5.



– Similar to the ticket fee, the GHAC will charge $0.25 per ticket for all events
requiring use of the box office. Revenue from the box office fees are projected at $31,000 in Year 1
and increases to $48,000 in Year 5.



– Revenue for net food and beverage sales are assumed for events within the
GHAC at per attendee rate shown in Table 6-11. Net-to-gross ratio is estimated at 20 percent. The
level of F&B projected is comparatively high for such an entertainment venue. The reason we have
projected this level of business, is because of the travel distances people must come for this venue. It
is assumed that they must eat while visiting the center. Another reason for an above average per capita
spend is the cabaret opportunity on the upper tier of the venue.



– Additional labor required for show productions is assumed to amount to 40 percent
of rental revenues. In Year 1, building labor is expected to generate $322,000, increasing to $469,000
by Year 5.



Donations/ Memberships

Ticket Fees

Box Office Fees

Net Food and Beverage

Building Labor

– Donations and memberships are conservatively estimated at $50,000 in
Year 1, increasing by three percent annually to $56,000 by stabilization in Year 5. This amount has the
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potential to be significantly higher based upon the marketing efforts of the facility management and
also by community reception of and support for the GHAC.


- The advertising/sponsorship revenue is estimated at $20,000 in Year 1,
inflated by three percent annually to $23,000 by stabilization in Year 5. Depending on strategy, these
numbers could be higher.



– Naming rights of the Events Center is expected to generate $30,000 annually for a
period of ten years, added to 3 percent of yearly inflation rate.

Advertising/ Sponsorships

Naming Rights

EXPENSE ASSUMPTIONS

Johnson Consulting has generated estimated expenditures for the facility, based upon comparable facilities and
other knowledge of the industry.


– The GHAC is expected to employ a total of 11 full-time equivalent staff. Table
6-12 displays the number of personnel at the GHAC, including salaries. Total salaries and wages are
estimated at 505,000 in Year 1, increasing to $568,000 in Year 5. Salaries and wages are adjusted at
three percent annually for inflation.
Salaries and Wages

Table 6-12
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Other key assumptions used for Benefits through Reserve for Replacement on the expense side of the proforma are shown on Table 6-13 and described on the following bullet points.
Table 6-13

– Employees benefits are estimated at 33.3 percent of total salaries and wages, for a total of
$168,000 in Year 1 increasing to $189,000 in Year 5.



Benefits



– Other administrative and general expenses include any general office
expenditures related to day-to-day operations of the GHAC. It is estimated at $3.20 per square foot of
the GHAC (based on revised program of 107,144 square feet) for a total of $343,000 in Year 1 and
adjusted at three percent annually thereafter for inflation. If the facility program is reduced, i.e., made
smaller, the overall expense line item will decrease.



Labor/ Production-related Wages



– Event expenses are estimated to amount to 60 percent of building rents, which
translate to a total of $483,000 in Year 1, growing to $704,000 in Year 5.



Maintenance and Repairs – Maintenance and repair expenditures are estimated based upon the number

Administrative and General

– Includes expenditures for any additional labor required for event
production and is estimated to be 35 percent of the building labor revenue line item or $113,000 in
Year 1.

Event Expenses

of used days at the GHAC. For each used day, $250 is estimated for maintenance and repair
expenditures.
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– Building operations include insurance, license, equipment leases, et cetera, and
are estimated to amount to $3.50 per gross square foot (based on the revised program of 107,144
square feet) or $375,000 in Year 1. Insurance is anticipated to increase at a rate of three percent annually
for inflation. This amount could be saved if the City self-insures the property. Moreover, if the facility
program is reduced, i.e., made smaller, the overall expense line item will decrease.



Building Operations



– The expenditure for advertising is estimated at $125,000 in Year 1, adjusted at three
percent annually for inflation.



Utilities



– Other operating expenditures include any additional expenses not
accounted for in the above categories. Other operating expenditures are estimated at 2.5 percent of
expenses, which is $59,000 in Year 1.



Reserve for Replacement – Reserve for replacement for future capital needs is estimated at 3.5 percent

Marketing

– Utility expenditures are estimated at $300 per use day of the GHAC, starting at $103,000 in
Year 1 and growing to $151,000 in Year 5.

Other Operating Expenses

of gross revenues, anticipated at $70,000 in Year 1.

CONCLUSION – OPERATING RESULTS
The GHAC is expected to operate in the upper quartile of similar facilities, in terms of demand. While many
variables are still to be defined, there is a genesis of good events in the marketplace and if a seasoned manager
is recruited and cost structures are not unduly influenced by unions or other factors, the facility should be
competitive. The market will support a facility of this size and stature, if located in proximity to the existing
hotel supply, and the management team works to adequately penetrate the regional market and attract a high
enough caliber of entertainment acts to achieve regional demand. The resort and community are of high enough
stature to attract demand.
Operationally, the GHAC is estimated to require an annual subsidy in the initial years of operation and then
reaching breakeven status as the facility stabilizes. However, as previously noted a portion of an annual
operating subsidy could possibly be reduced with higher amounts of private donations received by the GHAC
through the marketing efforts of the GHAC staff. Also, the quality of events at the GHAC will help to drive
community support for the facility and further enhance the level of private monetary support the GHAC could
earn.
There are two scenarios for facility management for either venue that is built. The first assumes management
does not take risk in developing show productions- it is a for rent facility only. This puts less pressure on the
management of the facility but inhibits revenue potential and the facility incurs an annual operating deficit. The
second is a facility that self-promotes the majority of its events. This scenario puts the facility at greater risk if
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events do not perform as projected but maximizes revenue potential and can result in the facility achieving an
operating profit if successful.
Further discussion is needed on how shows will be produced at the GHAC; any support from the GHAC itself
towards the initial production of a show will increase the risk/reward profile of the facility. Acts will be
speculative about potential until the market proves itself, so the funding plan should consider adding a “risk
fund” to allow the venue to promote and co-promote acts. This will enhance the likelihood of attracting events
and could help improve bottom line performance.

OWNERSHIP CONSIDERATIONS
The proposed ownership of the facility requires consideration, whether it is public, non-profit, or private.
Several options are possible for ownership and operation of the proposed facility. Options for public, nonprofit, and private ownership/operation are presented below.


– The recommended ownership and operating approach for the GHAC is to
form a Public Facilities District (PFD) that will be solely responsible for owning and operating the
facility. The PFD as the owner-operator of the facility will be formed as a municipal corporation,
established as a separate legal entity (from the City) for ownership and/or operation of the facility.
PFDs are municipal corporations with independent taxing authority with the ability to charge fees for
the use of its facilities, levy an admissions tax of no more than 5 percent, and a vehicle parking tax of
no more than 10 percent. Additionally, PFDs can also impose a local sales and use tax of up to 0.2
percent to finance, design, construct, remodel, maintain, or operate public facilities.



Besides the PFD, the Peninsula Metropolitan Park District (PenMet Parks) could be a potential
alternative owner. The PenMet Parks provides for the management and control of the unincorporated
Pierce County west of Tacoma Narrows Bridge and East of the Purdy Bridge (excluding Gig Harbor
City). The PenMet Parks has just started property tax collection in 2006, enabling it to fund capital
projects, maintenance and operations.

Public Facilities District

An additional funding concept could also be pursued with HBZ Bonds, funded entirely by the State
of Washington through state sales tax dollars, a unique capacity of the City of Gig Harbor in the State
of Washington.
– For the GHAC it is recommended that a non-profit organization be used as an advisory
and fundraising resource to help steward the mission of the GHAC. Fundraising and grants are both
critical elements to construction funding, as well as, supporting ongoing operations and education
programs. A group like the Gig Harbor Arts Alliance, or a new non-profit formed, could be used for
this purpose and is a critical path item for advancing the GHAC project.

Non-Profit
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– A number of event center facilities are owned by municipalities throughout the nation,
including small communities similar to Gig Harbor. In those cases, ownership has been retained upon
completion of construction through operation. However, ownership of a facility does not necessarily
mean municipal operation. Typically, when a municipality engages in facility operation, the facility is
operated as part of the parks and recreation department, as an autonomous enterprise fund, or by a
not-for-profit corporation that distances the city’s influence and brings arts and entertainment business
expertise to the project. The funding plan that is devised typically addresses ongoing operational
support and the not-for profit corporation then undertakes capital and operating program campaigns.
The GHAC project is not contemplating City ownership/operation.



Private

Public

– Private ownership would require development of the facility by the private sector, an
unrealistic expectation for this market. Operation by a private management company could be
considered. A private management company would not be expected to take capital risk on this project,
due to operational economics. If an anchor tenant is secured, such as a home location for an act, a
capital investment could be achieved. As previously envisioned, the facility is designed to enhance the
well-being of the community with ancillary economic benefits. While it would be possible to retain a
private management company and still enjoy these benefits, some community groups may not be able
to utilize the facility, as higher revenue generating tenants will be more desirable to the private operators
of the facility. The GHAC project is not contemplating private ownership/operation.
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ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
This report section analyzes total economic and fiscal benefit that is being generated by Gig Harbor Arts Center
(GHAC). There are all kinds of economic, social, economic development, image and social benefits that happen
as the result of the presence and operation of the facility. This analysis quantifies the effect of the spending of
visitors to this facility, as well as the business operation of the team and facilities, based on historical event
demand and attendance and the expected loss of events if the facility is not improved. Additionally, Johnson
Consulting’s prior development of economic analyses for other performing arts facilities and specific
knowledge of the marketplace and State of Washington contributed into the analysis.
While these are mathematical calculations, which are based on experience seen in numerous other settings,
perhaps the most important thing to visualize is what will happen to Gig Harbor as a community. The
development of GHAC will allow the facility to keep offering an affordable entertainment activity in the local
area as well as spur economic growth via ancillary private sector development. By developing the facility,
investments are made that will continue to attract people from outside the region to Gig Harbor, increase the
identity of the market by promoting to those visitors, and develop an ever expanding portfolio of repeat of
events. Such a venue will continue to play host to tens of thousands of residents and visitors in the region
annually.

DEFINITIONS
Economic impact is defined as incremental new spending in an economy that is the direct result of certain
activities, facilities, or events. For the purpose of this analysis, impact totals are discussed in terms of Gig
Harbor City economy. The levels of impacts are described as follows:


– is an expression of the spending that occurs as a direct result of the events that
occur in the facility. For example, a performance attendee’s expenditures on hotel rooms, shopping,
and meals are direct spending.



Indirect Spending – consists of re-spending of the initial or direct expenditures, or, the supply of goods

Direct Spending

and services resulting from the initial direct spending in the performing arts center. For example, a
performance attendee’s direct expenditure on a restaurant meal causes the restaurant to purchase food
and other items from suppliers. The portion of these restaurant purchases that are within the local,
regional, or state economies is counted as an indirect spending.


– represent changes in local consumption due to the personal spending by
employees whose incomes are affected by direct and indirect spending. For example, a waiter at the
restaurant may have more personal income as a result of the ball game attendee’s visit. The amount of
the increased income the waiter spends in the local economy is called an induced spending.

Induced Spending
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– measures increased employee and worker compensation related to the project
being analyzed. This figure represents increased payroll expenditures, including benefits paid to
workers locally. It also expressed how the employees of local businesses share in the increased outputs.



Increased Earnings



– measures the number of jobs supported in the study area related to the spending
generated as a result of the game and events occurring in the performing arts center. Employment
impact is stated in a number of full-time equivalent jobs.
Employment

The impact of renovating the venue will be very positive.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE GHAC
Economic and fiscal impact analysis is based on the projected event and attendance in Year 5 (which represents
a typical year upon stabilization, as summarized in Table 7-1 below.
Table 7-1
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As shown in the table, in its stabilized year (Year 5), the facility is projected to accommodate 210 events,
generating 197,370 attendees. Additionally, 6,050 other visitors are projected. They include the performers
(singers, dancers, musicians), production officials, production staff, et cetera. Combined, these event attendees
and other visitors serve as the basis of the impact estimates.
VISITATION VOLUME

Table 7-2 show the estimated person-days and room nights generated by the GHAC event attendees and other
visitors.
Table 7-2

As shown, the GHAC is estimated to generate 220,270 person-days and 9,420 room nights, annually. This is a
significant amount of room nights and it will not be entirely accommodated by the hotel supply in Gig Harbor.
As a result, the room nights caused by the GHAC that aren’t able to be accommodated in Gig Harbor will be
compressed out into the surrounding market area. In the event and hospitality industry this phenomenon is
known as “compression”.
AVERAGE DAILY SPENDING

These attendees will spend money in the City, which averages $204 daily for overnight visitors, as shown in
Table 7-3. The estimates for meals and incidental expenses are based on per person, per diem rates for Gig
Harbor per U.S. General Services Administration for an October 2015-September 2016 period, which can be
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viewed as an average amount of spending across various hotels, restaurants, retail and other establishments.
The assumed for spending on tickets corresponds to the GHAC pro forma shown in Section 6. Average
spending of day-trip visitors is assumed at $40 per daily.
Table 7-3

DIRECT SPENDING

Based on the assumptions shown in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, total direct spending by all visitors are estimated
in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4

As shown in the table, all visitors to GHAC are estimated to spend $8.6 million, annually.
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MULTIPLIER RATES AND TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

Table 7-5 summarizes the multiplier rates utilized to estimate indirect and induced spending, increased earnings,
and employment.
Table 7-5

Based on the calculations and assumptions described thus far, Table 7-6 summarizes the total estimated
economic impacts of the GHAC.
Table 7-6

As shown in the table above, GHAC is estimated to generate $11.55 million of total spending, $2.85 million of
increased earnings, and support 137 full-time equivalent jobs, annually.

FISCAL IMPACTS OF GHAC
Fiscal impacts are tax revenues that result from the spending and income related to the activities at the current
GHAC. This analysis estimates fiscal impacts for the governmental units that levy taxes in the jurisdiction.
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The fiscal impacts are the public sector’s return on investment and an incentive to form the PFD to develop
and operate the GHAC. The overall economic impacts, including the fiscal impacts, provide a rationale for
public participation in a project such as the GHAC. Based on the spending estimates, Johnson Consulting
projected the fiscal impacts from major categories of tax revenues that are directly affected by a visitor’s activity:
sales tax (at 15.30 percent) and hotel/ motel occupancy tax (at 7.0 percent).
The fiscal impacts represent only a fraction of the overall spending impact to the economy, as they are only the
public sector’s increase in tax revenue resulting from the overall increased spending in the economy. The
presence of the proposed GHAC would increase values of commercial establishments in areas surrounding the
new facility and beyond, which result in increased property tax supported by the project.
Table 7-7 shows the estimated annual fiscal impact of GHAC.
Table 7-7

As shown on the table, activities at the GHAC are estimated to generate over $1 million in sales tax and hotel/
motel tax revenues, annually.

ONE-TIME IMPACT OF GHAC CONSTRUCTION
In addition to the on-going impacts from the operation of the facilities, the construction of GHAC would
create a one-time influx of spending. This construction spending results in a one-time economic and fiscal
impact.
Table 7-8 shows the calculation of the construction impact, showing the calculation from construction costs to
the resulted construction jobs as well as economic and fiscal impact.
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Table 7-8

Construction jobs are estimated based on the amount spent on construction labor. In absence of an actual
construction cost detailed rundown, labor costs are assumed to amount to 60 percent of construction costs,
while the remaining 40 percent goes to material costs. In typical construction projects, labor costs typically
make up 55 percent to 60 percent of total construction costs; while the remaining 40 percent to 45 percent goes
to project development cost. Applying this ratio to the $36.2 million construction hard cost amount, labor costs
are estimated to amount to $21.7 million (material costs are estimated to amount to $14.5 million). As shown
in the table, assuming an average construction laborer salary of $30,000, the construction is estimated to
generate 720 construction jobs. A capital budget strategy to reduce costs could be to form a public entity that
would purchase the materials for the facility. If that occurs, sales taxes could be materially reduced, serving as
a de facto savings in the development budget for the project.
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Economic and fiscal impact is estimated based on the amount spent on construction material and construction
jobs. Clearly, not all of the construction material is purchased locally. In absence of an actual construction
vendor/ supplier list, which would indicate where each of the material is purchased from, this analysis
conservatively assumes that 80 percent of material costs is spent locally, or $11.6 million. Applying the
multipliers to this amount, such spending on material is estimated to generate $15.6 million of total spending,
$3.9 million of increased earnings, and additional 190 full-time jobs in the economy. Tax revenues are estimated
to amount to $1.1 million.
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